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Abstract 

Halide double perovskites have gained significant attention, owing to their composition of low-

toxicity elements, stability in air and long charge-carrier lifetimes. In particular, Cs2AgBiBr6 

has been the subject of many investigations in photovoltaic devices. This thesis focuses on 

understanding and controlling the optoelectronic properties of Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite 

thin films, focusing on three main areas: 1) understanding the role of grain boundaries on 

device performance, 2) lowering the bandgap through alloying with Sb3+, and 3) understanding 

the potential and limitations of bismuth-antimony double perovskite alloys for photovoltaic 

applications.  

For the first area, I show through cathodoluminescence measurements that grain boundaries 

are the dominant non-radiative recombination sites. I also demonstrate through field-effect 

transistor and temperature-dependent transient current measurements that grain boundaries act 

as the main channels for ion transport. Interestingly, I find a positive correlation between carrier 

mobility and temperature, which resembles the hopping mechanism often seen in organic 

semiconductors. These findings account for the discrepancy between the long diffusion lengths 

found in Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals versus the limited performance achieved in their thin film 

counterparts, where the diffusion length of the minority carrier (electrons) can be as low as 30 

nm. 

For the second area, I show through photothermal deflection spectroscopy measurements that 

mixed alloys of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 (x between 0.5 and 0.9) demonstrate smaller bandgaps than 

the pure Sb- or Bi-based compounds. The reduction in the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 achieved 

through alloying (170 meV) is larger than if the mixed alloys had obeyed Vegard's law (70 

meV). Through in-depth computations, I propose that bandgap lowering arises from the type 

II band alignment between Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6. The energy mismatch between the 

Bi and Sb s and p atomic orbitals, coupled with their non-linear mixing, results in the alloys 

adopting a smaller bandgap than the pure compounds. 

For the third area, I show that despite Sb alloying lowering the bandgap, there is a strong 

decrease in the power conversion efficiency in photovoltaic devices. Through photothermal 

deflection spectroscopy and steady-state photoluminescence measurements, I demonstrate that 

Sb alloying introduces sub-bandgap states, especially a weak luminescent state at 1.55 eV, thus 

deteriorating the performances of the mixed alloy films in solar cells, especially by causing a 

substantial reduction in the open-circuit voltage. 
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These results indicate that addressing the effects of grain boundaries of Cs2AgBiBr6 double 

perovskite and mitigating the sub-bandgap states in Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloy are essential to 

improve their optoelectronic properties and further facilitate their application in optoelectronic 

devices.  
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1 Introduction  

Following the momentous decisions made at the COP21 talks in Paris, where 196 parties agreed 

to keep the increase in global average temperatures below 2℃ above pre-industrial levels, the 

world’s attention is turning to renewable energy sources to curb and reduce the emission of 

greenhouse gases. Solar energy, perhaps the most reliable form of renewable energy, can be 

used in virtually every part of the planet, since solar is a ubiquitous and reliable energy source 

that is more than adequate for meeting the world’s energy needs. Specifically, the past decade 

has seen substantial cost reductions and greatly increased uptake of photovoltaics (PV), 

particularly in silicon-based modules, which accounts for 94.5% of the global PV market.1 The 

growth of the PV market is being driven by ongoing improvements in both silicon solar cell 

costs and performance,2 because each doubling of accumulated production volume resulted in 

a 20% reduction in the price of modules.3 The positive feedback between production volume 

and the cost will continue to help PV energy production to grow in future.  

PV reaching ‘grid parity’ (meaning that the projected cost of electricity for a PV project is 

comparable to local grid electricity prices) denotes a useful milestone, but this is just the first 

step. For higher penetration of the market, PV systems must cost even less to cover the 

additional costs of storage or transmission so that solar generation can be dispatched to cost-

effectively meet electricity demand more broadly in both time and space.4 Policy-driven fixed-

price long-term contracts have protected renewables from both lower demand and wholesale 

electricity prices. “The time” comes when its pure commercial nighttime ‘price at the outlet’ is 

lower than that of grid electricity. Dramatic reductions in the capital costs of PV manufacturing, 

along with significant increases in efficiency are required.5  

With the increasing dominance of silicon-based modules in the PV market, it is more difficult 

for other materials to compete against it. Therefore, applying a wider bandgap material on top 

of the silicon PV to work together in tandem solar cells can avoid the direct competition with 

the silicon PV industries, whilst also increasing the module efficiency, which helps to reduce 

the levelized cost of energy further.6  

One potential material is hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites, with certified efficiencies now 

surpassing 25% in single junction solar cells.7 However, the solar cells with the highest 

efficiency have all been made with lead-based perovskites. The toxicity of lead could be 

problematic when accidentally released to the environment, and the solvents used to produce 

the most efficient lead-halide perovskite solar cells (such as N,N-dimethyl formamide) are also 
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highly toxic.8 Currently, solar cells are exempt from EU regulations limiting the usage of lead 

in electrical components, yet this could change in the future.9,10 This has motivated the 

investigation of lead-free alternatives to the conventional lead-halide perovskites, among 

which the double perovskite Cs2AgBiBr6 has been a popular candidate.  

In this thesis, I aim to identify and address the factors limiting the suitability of Cs2AgBiBr6 

for photovoltaic applications. 

Chapter 2 discusses the key background relevant to this thesis. Some fundamental principles 

of semiconductor physics are introduced, as well as the working principles of solar cells and 

thin film transistors (TFTs). The properties of both the conventional lead halide perovskites 

and double perovskites are discussed.  

Chapter 3 introduces the synthesis methodology for the materials investigated in this thesis. 

The principles and experimental details of various characterization methods are also given. 

Chapter 4 investigates the effects of grain boundaries on charge-carrier and ion transport in 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. Transient absorption and cathodoluminescence measurements are used 

to characterize the lifetime and carrier recombination in Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films with different 

grain boundary densities. The first p-type TFT with Cs2AgBiBr6 as the semiconductor layer is 

demonstrated, together with capacitance and transient current measurements to explore charge-

carrier and ion transport.  

Chapter 5 investigates the bandgap lowering mechanism in Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys. 

Through photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS), it was found that the Sb-Bi mixed 

double perovskite alloys could have smaller bandgap than either of the pure compounds. The 

electronic structure and band positions are calculated by Density Functional Theory (DFT) to 

provide insight in the origins of the bandgap lowering.  

Chapter 6 presents research that builds on the work in Chapter 5. Since the bandgap of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 could be reduced by alloying with Sb, making it a better candidate for solar 

absorbers, the performance of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 double perovskite solar cells are 

investigated. The underlying limiting factors are analysed by transient absorption and 

photoluminescence measurements.   

Chapter 7 discusses the key conclusions of this thesis and the main areas of future work opened 

up, as well as the possible impact in a broader context.  
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2 Background 

2.1 Physics of semiconductors  

2.1.1 Fundamentals of semiconductors 

Energy band and bandgap 

The electrons of an isolated atom occupy atomic orbitals with discrete energy levels. When 

two identical atoms are brought together, their atomic orbitals overlap. Each atomic orbital 

would split into two orbitals, one slightly higher and one slightly lower than their original 

energy level (Figure 2.1). The atomic orbital with lower energy results from constructive 

interference of orbitals, with higher electron density between the two atoms, and is called 

bonding state. The atomic orbital with higher energy results from destructive interference of 

orbitals, with higher electron density besides the two atoms, and is called antibonding state. 

When a large number of atoms are brought together, their atomic orbitals would split into a 

very large number of levels. These levels are so close in energy that they form a continuum 

band of allowed energies. The highest occupied band that contains the valence electrons is 

called the valance band (VB). The lowest unoccupied band is called the conduction band (CB). 

If the valence band is partially full or it overlaps with the conduction band, it is a metal. If the 

valance band is completely full and separated with the conduction band, it is a semiconductor 

or an insulator. The separation between the energy of the conduction band minimum and 

valence band maximum is the bandgap. Normally, a semiconductor has a bandgap of 0.5-3 eV 

(wide bandgap semiconductors need to be doped to be conductive). At room temperature, 

semiconductors in the dark will have a small conductivity because a small number of the 

valence band electrons will be activated thermally into the conduction band. More detailed 

backgrounds of semiconductors can be found in the books by Sze et al.11 and Würfel et al.12 

The band structure of a crystalline solid, that is, the energy-momentum relationship, is obtained 

by solving the Schrödinger equation. This is usually represented by a band structure diagram 

as shown in Figure 2.2. The bottom of the conduction band is designated EC, and the top of the 

valence band is designated EV. If the conduction band minimum and the valence band 

maximum occur at the same momentum (value of k), it is called a direct bandgap. A photon 

with energy no less than the bandgap is sufficient to create an electron-hole pair. If the 

conduction band minimum and the valence band maximum occur at different k values, it is an 
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indirect bandgap. A phonon with correct momentum difference is needed for the creation of 

electron-hole pair in addition to the photon. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the bonding orbital and the antibonding orbital of the 

two atomic molecular.  

 

Figure 2.2 Energy-band structures of (a) Si and (b) GaAs, where Eg is the energy bandgap. 

Plus signs (+) indicate holes in the valence bands and minus signs (-) indicate electrons in the 

conduction bands.11 Adapted with permission. Copyright 2006, John Wiley and Sons 
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Near the band edges, i.e., bottom of EC and top of EV, the E-k relationship can be approximated 

by parabolic equation for some traditional semiconductors, such as Si or GaAs.  

𝐸(𝑘) =
ℏ!𝑘!

2𝑚"##
																																																																																																																																				(2.1) 

where meff is the effective mass. The effective mass is related to the curvature of the E-k curve 

as, 

1
𝑚"##

=
1
ℏ!
𝜕!𝐸(𝑘)
𝜕𝑘! 																																																																																																																													(2.2) 

Carriers in motion can also be characterized by group velocity 

𝑣$ =
1
ℏ
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑘 																																																																																																																																												(2.3) 

Therefore, carriers in flat bands are always heavier and move slower, whereas carriers in less 

dispersed band are lighter and move faster.  

Carrier concentration at thermal equilibrium 

Semiconductors can be doped with different type of impurities to vary their conductivity. For 

example, intrinsic Si can be doped with donors like phosphorus (introduce electrons) to be n 

type semiconductors or doped with acceptors like boron (introduce holes) to be p type 

semiconductors. 

The number of electrons (n in the conduction band) is obtained by the total number of states 

N(E) multiplied by the probability of occupation F(E), integrated over the conduction band 

𝑛 = 1 𝑁(𝐸)𝐹(𝐸)𝑑𝐸
%

&!
																																																																																																																							(2.4) 

The occupancy is represented by Fermi-Dirac distribution 

𝐹(𝐸) =
1

1 + exp	[(𝐸 − 𝐸')/𝑘𝑇]
																																																																																																				(2.5) 

where EF is the Fermi energy level. For nondegenerate semiconductors where doping 

concentration are smaller than Nc and Fermi levels are several kT below EC (Boltzmann 

approximation apply), equation 2.4 becomes  
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𝑛 = 𝑁( exp ?−
𝐸( − 𝐸'
𝑘𝑇 @																																																																																																																		(2.6) 

where NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band. Equation 2.6 is equivalent 

to 

𝐸( − 𝐸' = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑁(
𝑛 @																																																																																																																							(2.7) 

Similarly, for p type semiconductors, we can get the hole density in the valence band and the 

Fermi energy level near the top of the valence band 

𝑝 = 𝑁) exp ?−
𝐸' − 𝐸)
𝑘𝑇 @																																																																																																																		(2.8) 

𝐸' − 𝐸) = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑁)
𝑝 @																																																																																																																							(2.9) 

For intrinsic semiconductors at finite temperature, thermal generation of electron-hole pairs is 

balanced by thermal recombination of electrons with holes. The net result is n=p=ni, where ni 

is the intrinsic carrier density. The Fermi level for intrinsic semiconductors can be obtained by 

equating equation 2.7 and 2.9,  

𝐸' = 𝐸* =
𝐸( + 𝐸)

2 +
𝑘𝑇
2 ln ?

𝑁)
𝑁(
@																																																																																															(2.10) 

Therefore, the Fermi energy level for intrinsic semiconductors lies very close to the middle of 

the bandgap. The last part of this equation is usually very small that we normally take Ei as in 

the centre of the bandgap. Hence, the intrinsic carrier density is given by 

𝑛* = 𝑁( exp ?−
𝐸( − 𝐸*
𝑘𝑇 @ = 𝑁) exp ?−

𝐸* − 𝐸)
𝑘𝑇 @ = J𝑁(𝑁) exp ?−

𝐸$
2𝑘𝑇@																							(2.11) 

We find that the product of the majority carrier density and the minority carrier density is fixed 

to be 

𝑛𝑝 = 𝑁(𝑁) exp ?−
𝐸$
𝑘𝑇@ = 𝑛*!																																																																																																						(2.12) 

which is also applicable for both n type and p type semiconductors at thermal equilibrium. 

Rearranging equation 2.6 with 2.11, we have the following alternative equations for carrier 

densities for n type materials 
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𝑛 = 𝑛* exp ?
𝐸' − 𝐸*
𝑘𝑇 @																																																																																																																					(2.13) 

𝐸' − 𝐸* = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑛
𝑛*
@																																																																																																																						(2.14) 

and for p type materials 

𝑝 = 𝑛* exp ?
𝐸* − 𝐸'
𝑘𝑇 @																																																																																																																					(2.15) 

𝐸* − 𝐸' = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑝
𝑛*
@																																																																																																																						(2.16) 

Therefore, EF will move closer to the conduction band for higher electron density and will 

move closer to the valence band for higher hole density.  

Carrier transport 

At low electric field, the drift velocity under an applied electric field is given by  

𝑣+ = 𝜇𝐸																																																																																																																																														(2.17) 

where µ is defined as mobility of the carriers and E is the electric field. µ can be related to the 

mean free time tm and mean free path lm of scattering by 

𝜇 =
𝑞𝜏,
𝑚"##

=
𝑞𝜆,

J3𝑘𝑇𝑚"##
																																																																																																																(2.18) 

because we have 

𝜆, = 𝑣-.𝜏,																																																																																																																																							(2.19) 

𝑣-. = O
3𝑘𝑇
𝑚"##

																																																																																																																																				(2.20) 

where vth is the thermal velocity. For semiconductors with both electrons and holes, the general 

current density under an applied electric field is given by 

𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸 = 𝑞R𝜇/𝑛 + µ0𝑝T𝐸																																																																																																													(2.21) 

where s is the conductivity. Mobility always decreases with increasing effective mass. It is 

related to carrier scattering which is influenced by acoustic phonon and ionic impurities.  
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Whenever there is a gradient of carrier concentration, the carriers tend to diffuse from the high 

concentration region to the low concentration region. This flux of carriers follows Fick’s law 

𝑑∆𝑛
𝑑𝑡 = −𝐷/

𝑑∆𝑛
𝑑𝑥 																																																																																																																														(2.22) 

where Dn is diffusion coefficient or diffusivity. Therefore, the diffusion current of electrons 

and holes will be  

𝐽/ = 𝑞𝐷/
𝑑∆𝑛
𝑑𝑥 																																																																																																																																			(2.23) 

𝐽0 = −𝑞𝐷0
𝑑∆𝑛
𝑑𝑥 																																																																																																																																(2.24) 

The relationship between diffusivity and mobility is given by 

𝐷/ =
𝑘𝑇
𝑞 𝜇/																																																																																																																																								(2.25) 

𝐷0 =
𝑘𝑇
𝑞 𝜇0																																																																																																																																								(2.26) 

Carrier recombination  

There are normally three kinds of recombination mechanisms in a semiconductor (Figure 2.3). 

Radiative recombination happens when an electron in the conduction band recombines with a 

hole in the valence band and releases energy equal to the bandgap as a photon. For Auger 

recombination, the released energy is transferred to a third carrier which is subsequently 

activated to higher energy levels within the same band. It is important for low bandgap 

materials with higher carrier densities and indirect bandgaps, such as silicon solar cells. The 

third mechanism is trap-assisted recombination (Shockley Read Hall Recombination). It is a 

multiple-step relaxation process where an electron and a hole are sequentially captured and 

recombine to release energy as heat. It is strongest for deep trap states and particularly 

important at surfaces. In real materials, trap assisted recombination is dominant.  

The net radiative recombination rate is given by 

𝑈12+ = 𝑅12+(𝑝𝑛 − 𝑛*!)																																																																																																																		(2.27) 

where Rradni2 is equal to thermal generation rate. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of the three kinds of recombination mechanisms.  

Net trap assisted recombination rate is  

𝑈-120 =
𝜎/𝜎0𝑣-.𝑁-(𝑝𝑛 − 𝑛*!)

𝜎/ [𝑛 + 𝑛* exp \
𝐸- − 𝐸*
𝑘𝑇 ]^ + 𝜎0 [𝑝 + 𝑛* exp \

𝐸* − 𝐸-
𝑘𝑇 ]^

																																									(2.28) 

where sn and sp are the electron and hole capture cross sections, and Nt and Et is the trap density 

and trap energy state respectively. Utrap is maximized when Et equals Ei. Considering only these 

traps, the recombination rate is  

𝑈-120 =
𝜎/𝜎0𝑣-.𝑁-(𝑝𝑛 − 𝑛*!)
𝜎/[𝑛 + 𝑛*] + 𝜎0[𝑝 + 𝑛*]

																																																																																																(2.29) 

The net Auger recombination rate when two electrons and a hole (usually in n type material) 

are involved is  

𝑈34$ = 𝐴0(𝑛!𝑝 − 𝑛5!𝑝5)																																																																																																														(2.30) 

When two holes and an electron are involved (usually in p type material), the recombination 

rate is 

𝑈34$ = 𝐴/(𝑝!𝑛 − 𝑝5!𝑛5)																																																																																																														(2.31) 

Under completely ionization condition (intermediate temperature range and doping 

concentration), n equals to ND for n type material and p equals to NA for p type material. Under 

low level injection where the excess carrier density is far more than the minority carrier density 

and far fewer than the majority carrier density, i.e. 

𝑝5 ≪ ∆𝑝 = ∆𝑛 ≪ 𝑛5	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒) 
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𝑛5 ≪ ∆𝑝 = ∆𝑛 ≪ 𝑝5	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒) 

The net radiative recombination rate can be simplified to be 

𝑈12+ =
∆𝑝
𝜏0
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																							(2.32) 

𝜏0 =
1

𝑅12+𝑁6
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																			(2.33) 

 

𝑈12+ =
∆𝑛
𝜏/
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																							(2.34) 

𝜏/ =
1

𝑅12+𝑁3
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																			(2.35) 

The net trap assisted recombination rate can be simplified to be  

𝑈-120 =
∆𝑝
𝜏0
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																						(2.36) 

𝜏0 =
1

𝜎0𝑣-.𝑁-
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																		(2.37) 

 

𝑈-120 =
∆𝑛
𝜏/
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																						(2.38) 

𝜏/ =
1

𝜎/𝑣-.𝑁-
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																		(2.39) 

The net Auger recombination rate can be simplified to be  

𝑈34$ =
∆𝑝
𝜏0
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																							(2.40) 

𝜏0 =
1

𝐴0𝑁6!
	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																					(2.41) 

 

𝑈34$ =
∆𝑛
𝜏/
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																							(2.42) 
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𝜏/ =
1

𝐴/𝑁3!
	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																					(2.43) 

Therefore, we found that under low injection approximation, all expressions of U follow the 

form  

𝑈 =
𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟	𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦	𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟	𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 																																																																																			(2.44) 

If all recombination processes are independent, the general expression can be combined to 

equation 2.44, where the minority carrier lifetime is  

1
𝜏0
=j

1
𝜏*
= 𝑅12+𝑛 + 𝐴0𝑛! + 𝜎0𝑣-.𝑁-	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																		(2.45) 

1
𝜏/
=j

1
𝜏*
= 𝑅12+𝑝 + 𝐴/𝑝! + 𝜎/𝑣-.𝑁-	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																		(2.46) 

The one with the shortest lifetime will be the dominant recombination mechanism.  

In high level injection where the excess charge carrier generation is far more than the majority 

carrier density, we will have n approximately equals to p in either n type or p type material. 

And the recombination equations will develop as 

𝑈-120 =
𝑛

𝜏0 + 𝜏/
																																																																																																																															(2.47) 

𝑈12+ = 𝑅12+𝑛!																																																																																																																																		(2.48) 

𝑈34$ = 𝑅34$𝑛7																																																																																																																																	(2.49) 

The lifetime for each kind of recombination still holds the same dependence on carrier density. 

Normally, as the carrier density increase, the dominant recombination type change from SRH 

to radiative to Auger recombination.  

Surface recombination is a kind of trap assisted recombination in two dimensions (cm-2 s-1). If 

a surface or interface have a density Ns traps per unit area, we have   

𝑈8 = 𝑆0∆𝑝	(𝑛	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																								(2.50) 

𝑈8 = 𝑆/∆𝑛	(𝑝	𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)																																																																																																																								(2.51) 

Where Sn and Sp, proportional to Ns, are surface recombination velocity for electrons and holes, 

respectively.  
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2.1.2 p-n junction  

When an n type material and a p type material are brought together, they form a junction with 

a potential barrier between the regions. The junction acts as a selective barrier for carriers, thus 

providing asymmetric resistance when applied a bias. Therefore, it only allows current in one 

direction. By control of the doping levels, large potential barrier can be established to generate 

large photovoltaics.   

Depletion region 

When the two types of semiconductors are brought together, due to the carrier concentration 

gradient, electrons flow from the n type material to the p type, leaving fixed positive charges, 

and holes flow from the p type material to n type, leaving fixed negative charges behind (Figure 

2.4). The fixed charges build in an electric field that tend to prevent diffusion of carriers. 

Thermal equilibrium is reached when the built-in electric field is just sufficient to prevent 

further carrier flow. In thermal equilibrium condition, the net electron and hole current will be 

zero 

𝐽/ = 𝑞𝜇/𝑛𝐸 + 𝑞𝐷/∇𝑛 = 𝜇/𝑛∇𝐸' = 0																																																																																							(2.52) 

𝐽0 = 𝑞𝜇0𝑝𝐸 + 𝑞𝐷0∇𝑝 = 𝜇0𝑝∇𝐸' = 0																																																																																								(2.53) 

Therefore, the Fermi level must be constant throughout the whole sample. As the Fermi level 

line up, all the bands at a certain distance from the p-n junction, together with the vacuum level, 

shift by the same energy. This is called band bending. For electrons, a higher band position 

means higher electrostatic potential energy and the associated electric field always points 

upwards. Hence, electrons will tend to move downwards without other force, and vice versa 

for holes. The built-in potential is given by the difference in original Fermi level divided by q 

𝑉9* =
𝑘𝑇
𝑞 exp ?

𝑁6𝑁3
𝑛*!

@																																																																																																																					(2.54) 

From Poisson’s equation, we obtain 

−
𝑑!𝜓*
𝑑𝑥! =

𝜌(𝑥)
𝜀8

=
𝑞
𝜀8
[𝑁6:(𝑥) + 𝑝(𝑥) − 𝑛(𝑥) − 𝑁3;(𝑥)]																																																					(2.55) 

We assume that there are no free carriers in the depletion region and the region in each side has 

a rectangular shape. By integrating the above Poisson’s equation and using boundary 
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conditions, we get the electric field distribution and potential distribution in the depletion 

region. The depletion width for each side could also be calculated then. The majority of the 

potential variation and depletion region will fall into the lightly doped region.    

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of a p-n junction. εc, εf, εv, φ and W stand for the 

conduction band minimum, Fermi level, valence maximum, electrical potential and the 

depletion width. The subscripts indicate the n-type (left) and p-type semiconductor (right).12 

Adapted with permission. Copyright 2007, John Wiley and Sons 

I-V characteristics 

The ideal I-V Shockley equation (given below) is based on the abrupt depletion approximation 

(abrupt p-n junction), Boltzmann approximation (𝑓(𝐸) = <

<:=>?	("#$%&'
)
≈ exp	(C;&

D&E
)), low-level 

injection assumption (the number of minority carriers generated is small compared to the 

majority carriers of the material.) and no generation-recombination current in the depletion 

region. In non-equilibrium conditions, if we have a small or intermediate steady disturbance, 

the population of electrons and holes each relax to a state of quasi-Fermi equilibrium where 

the Fermi level is split to a quasi-Fermi level EFn for electrons and quasi-Fermi level EFp for 

holes. When an external bias is applied (non-equilibrium), pn is no longer equal to ni2 and we 

have 

𝑛 = 𝑛* exp ?
𝐸'( − 𝐸*
𝑘𝑇 @																																																																																																																				(2.56) 

𝑝 = 𝑛* exp r
𝐸* − 𝐸')
𝑘𝑇 s																																																																																																																			(2.57) 
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𝐸'( − 𝐸* = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑛
𝑛*
@																																																																																																																					(2.58) 

𝐸* − 𝐸') = 𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛 ?
𝑝
𝑛*
@																																																																																																																					(2.59) 

𝑝𝑛 = 𝑛*! expr
𝐸'( − 𝐸')

𝑘𝑇 s																																																																																																												(2.60) 

Therefore, for forward bias, EFn>EFp and pn>ni2; for reverse bias, EFn<EFp and pn<ni2. Similar 

to equation 2.52 and 2.53, we now have  

𝐽/ = 𝑞𝜇/𝑛𝐸 + 𝑞𝐷/∇𝑛 = 𝜇/𝑛∇𝐸'( 																																																																																														(2.61) 

𝐽0 = 𝑞𝜇0𝑝𝐸 + 𝑞𝐷0∇𝑝 = 𝜇0𝑝∇𝐸') 																																																																																															(2.62) 

Thus, electrons and holes flow according to the gradient of their quasi-Fermi levels: electrons 

move downwards, and holes move upwards (holes have lower energy in higher position). The 

quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes are split by the external applied voltage, 

𝑞𝑉 = 𝐸'( − 𝐸') 																																																																																																																																	(2.63) 

Following the continuity equations that deal with time-dependent phenomena, such as low-

level injection, recombination and generation 

𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑡 = 𝐺/ − 𝑈/ +

1
𝑞 ∇𝐽/																																																																																																																				(2.64) 

𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑡 = 𝐺0 − 𝑈0 −

1
𝑞 ∇𝐽0																																																																																																																				(2.65) 

where Gn and Gp are the generation rate of electrons and holes caused by external factor such 

as optical absorption and applied bias. The total ideal I-V Shockley equation is  

𝐽 = 𝐽0 + 𝐽/ = 𝐽5 uexp ?
𝑞𝑉
𝑘𝑇@ − 1v																																																																																																	

(2.66) 

𝐽F =
𝑞𝐷0𝑛*!

𝐿0𝑁6
+
𝑞𝐷/𝑛*!

𝐿/𝑁3
																																																																																																																			(2.67) 

where J0 is the saturation current at reverse direction. Lp and Ln is the minority diffusion length. 

If considering the current Jre due to the recombination process in the depletion region under 

forward bias,  
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𝐽 = 𝐽0 + 𝐽/ + 𝐽1" = 𝐽5 uexp ?
𝑞𝑉
𝑚𝑘𝑇@ − 1v																																																																																			(2.68) 

where m varies between 1 and 2.  

2.1.3 Solar cell 

Fundamentals of solar cells 

A photovoltaic cell consists of a light absorbing material connected to the external circuit in an 

asymmetric manner. Charge carriers are generated in the material by the absorption of light, 

separated and driven towards opposite terminals by the built-in potential. When a load is 

connected, the cell outputs voltage and current at the same time at the operating point, doing 

electric work. The solar cell is equivalent to a circuit where a current generator is in parallel 

with a diode, and two parasitic resistances, one in series and one in parallel with the cell, as 

shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

Figure 2.5 Equivalent circuit of solar cells including series and shunt resistances 

The current output of the solar cells is 

𝐽 = 𝐽G( − 𝐽5 ?𝑒
H():I3J*)

,DE − 1@ −
𝑉 + 𝐽𝐴𝑅G
𝑅8.

																																																																															(2.69) 

The Shockley-Queisser limit in efficiency is calculated according to thermodynamic detailed 

balance where the spontaneous radiative recombination is an unavoidable loss mechanism, and 

where the absorption profile is taken to be a step function.13 Any additional non-radiative 

recombination will reduce the quasi-level splitting and thus reduce the open circuit voltage. 

Additional recombination reduces photocurrent through the less efficient carrier collection, and 

the voltage by increasing the dark current.   
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Design principles 

To have an efficient solar cell, charge-carrier generation and transport need to be efficient. For 

good light absorption, we need a high absorption coefficient or thick absorbing layer. 

Reflection and shading, such as from the top electrodes, should be minimized, and an 

appropriate bandgap is needed according to the Shockley-Queisser limit. For better charge 

separation, a large built-in bias and low recombination rate in the junction are desired. In terms 

of charge transport, low effective mass and thus high mobility, as well as long minority carrier 

lifetimes are required. Low series resistance and high shunt resistance are required for efficient 

majority carrier transport.  

Commercial inorganic solar cells 

There are generally two categories of inorganic photovoltaics used commercially: crystalline 

Si-based solar cells (c-Si) and thin film solar cells. Silicon has an indirect bandgap. Therefore, 

the absorption coefficient is low, and a thick absorption layer (usually hundreds of microns) is 

needed. The emitter layer should be thin to let more light pass to the base region, but at the 

same time thick enough to maintain high conductivity. The emitter is doped heavily to achieve 

high conductivity and allow the base to be lightly doped in order to achieve long minority 

carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths. Reflection losses can be minimized by texturing the 

front surface and adding an anti-reflection coating. Shading could be minimized by using thin 

conducting fingers and burying them into the emitter. The series resistance can be reduced 

through differential doping near the metal contact (higher doping near the metal electrodes to 

increase conductivity). Surface recombination could be reduced by passivating the surface with 

an oxide layer to reduce the active recombination centres. For the front surface, we can add a 

window layer with wider bandgap to drive minority carriers back to the junction. For the rear 

surface, we normally adopt a heavier doping layer at the back to create a back-surface field 

which also works to block minority carriers, together with the oxide layer and point contacts.  

Thin film solar cells normally include amorphous silicon, polycrystalline cadmium telluride 

(CdTe) and polycrystalline copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) solar cells, where CdTe 

solar cell is the most common, and its levelized cost of energy is now lower than c-Si PV. “Thin 

film” refers to an absorber with thickness less than one micron and deposited onto a substrate. 

In these amorphous or polycrystalline materials, the defect densities are much higher than the 

monocrystalline materials, leading to shorter diffusion lengths and higher trap assisted 

recombination. The high defect densities make a material harder to dope. Conductivity and 
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carrier transport characteristics become carrier density dependent, especially at low doping and 

low light intensity. Passivating the amorphous silicon with hydrogen could saturate the 

dangling bounds and reduce the trap densities. Because of the short diffusion lengths of carriers, 

p-i-n device structures are used rather than simple p-n junctions. Amorphous silicon solar cells 

have low light stability because photons could break the connection between hydrogen and the 

dangling bound. High defect densities reduce the majority carrier mobility and enhance 

minority carrier recombination. These solar cells thus perform better in high light intensity for 

saturation of the traps.  

Limitations of existing PV 

Today the global PV market is dominated by wafer-based crystalline Si solar modules, with a 

total market share of >90% (65% multicrystalline Si represents and 35% monocrystalline Si  

of this market segment).14,15 Combined with other mature technologies (CdTe and CIGS thin 

film solar cells), the current line of sight growth of the PV market is far from satisfying the 

required capacity to maintain the global temperature below 2 °C above preindustrial levels. It 

is also capital-intensive to build new factories to achieve a sufficiently high PV capacity. 

Reductions in capex (factory cost) and increases in efficiency are desired to accelerate a growth 

in capacity and ease demand at the same time.16 Therefore, coordinating technology innovation 

is necessary to reach enough cumulative PV capacities to provide a substantial fraction of 

world’s energy needs in the future.   

2.1.4 Thin film transistor 

A thin-film transistor (TFT) is a type of metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor 

(MOSFET).17 Over a supporting (non-conducting) substrate, a thin film semiconductor is 

deposited on top as the channel for carrier transport, together with a dielectric layer and metallic 

contacts. TFTs have three terminals: source, drain and gate. With an applied voltage between 

the source and drain, TFTs control the flow of current by the application of a voltage to the 

gate, which in turn alters the conductivity between the source and drain. There are usually four 

types of TFT structures (Figure 2.6). A common substrate is glass because of the primary 

application of TFTs as switches that control each pixel in liquid-crystal displays (LCDs).  

Both MOSFETs and TFTs rely on the application of an electric field to modulate the 

conductance of the semiconductor channel. However, important differences exist between the 

two. First, while TFTs use an insulating substrate, in MOSFETs the silicon wafer acts both as 
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the substrate and the semiconductor in which the conducting channel is created. Thus, the 

temperatures involved in fabrication of both devices are different: while processing 

temperatures exceeding 1000 °C are common for MOSFETs, in TFTs temperatures are limited 

by parameters such as the softening point of the substrates.17 In addition, MOSFETs are 

inversion type of device, in which the polarity of the gate voltage is set so that the surface of 

the semiconductor layer is in inversion (i.e., the carrier in the conduction channel is opposite 

to that of the bulk). By contrast, TFTs operate in accumulation mode, in which the conducting 

channel is formed by the accumulation of the majority charge carriers of the bulk (Figure 2.7). 

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of TFT structures.  (a) Top-gate bottom-contact, (b) Top-

gate top-contact, (c) Bottom-gate top-contact, (d) Bottom-gate bottom-contact. 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of (a) inversion (which occurs in MOSFTEs), and (b) 

accumulation (which occurs in TFTs) for a p-type semiconductor.18  

TFTs provide a versatile platform to study the charge transport mechanism of semiconductors 

in a controlled manner, macroscopically over the thin film rather than in a localised area.19 In 
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addition to determining field-effect mobility, FETs allow precise electrical control of the 

charge density and have yielded valuable insights into the transport properties of organic20,21 

and inorganic22,23 semiconductors. In this thesis, we fabricated FETs based on the p-type 

Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite. p-type FETs are important for making complementary metal-

oxide-semiconductor) CMOS inverter circuits but have been generally more difficult to achieve 

than n-type FETs for perovskite semiconductors.17 

2.2 Lead-halide perovskite 

Lead-halide perovskites have demonstrated rapid increases in efficiency in photovoltaic 

devices, with certified efficiencies now surpassing 25% in single junction solar cells after only 

a decade of their first report.7 It has a high absorption coefficient across the entire visible 

spectrum and also a long carrier diffusion length.24 Its bandgap can be tuned through the 

composition or dimensionality. In this section, we will take a closer look at the specific 

properties of lead-halide perovskites.   

2.2.1 Optoelectronic properties  

The crystal structure of the  lead-halide perovskite initially reported in photovoltaics, MAPbI3, 

is depicted in Figure 2.8. Each Pb2+ cation is octahedrally coordinated with I- anions, and each 

I- anion is shared with neighbouring octahedra. This corner-sharing octahedral arrangement 

forms a 3D symmetric lattice. The cuboctahedral voids  are filled with the methylammonium 

molecular cations. 

 

Figure 2.8 MAPbI3 crystal structure at room temperature with a Pm3m space group. 

Photoluminescence (PL), which is indicative of the bandgap, electronic quality and charge 

separation, is an important optical property when studying optoelectronic materials. Lead-
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halide perovskites have demonstrated high photoluminescence quantum yield.25–27 This 

indicates that nonradiative recombination is substantially suppressed, which is a prerequisite 

for achieving the highest performance in light-emitting and photovoltaic applications.28 The 

PL spectra of some representative organometal halide perovskite materials are shown in Figure 

2.9. The narrow PL peak and the sharp absorption onset of MAPbI3-xClx in Figure 2.9b reflect 

its low Urbach energy, and thus high chemical purity and low sub-bandgap defect states. In 

Figure 2.9d, the sharp emission peak for pure iodide broadens as the bromide ratio increases or 

vice versa, indicating the formation of solid solutions of iodide and bromide in the lattice. This 

phenomenon is not obvious for (MA1-xFAx)PbI3 because the organic cation does not account 

much for the electronic band structure, and thus the photoluminescence characteristics.  

 

Figure 2.9 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of some representative organometal halide 

perovskite materials,29 including (a) lead iodides (Adapted with permission.30 Copyright 2013, 

American Chemical Society), (b) tin iodide and its lead analogue (Adapted with permission.31 

Copyright 2014, RSC), (c) MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 (Adapted with permission.32 Copyright 2014, 

John Wiley and Sons), and (d) iodide and bromide mixed halides (Adapted with permission.33 

Copyright 2014, ACS). PL spectra were obtained by photoexcitation at 532 nm for (a), 500 nm 

for (b), 460 nm for (c) and 400 nm (3.1 eV) for (d). 
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The transient photoluminescence and photoluminescence quenching experiment conducted by 

Stranks et al.34 reveals balanced electron and hole transport behaviour (Figure 2.10). Using the 

diffusion coefficient D and recombination lifetime τe, where D is estimated from a one-

dimensional diffusion mode, and τe defined as the time taken to reach 1/e of the initial PL 

intensity, the diffusion length of electrons and holes in MAPbI3 was estimated to be more than 

100 nm, and more than 1000 nm in MAPbCl1-xIx. This showed that lead-halide perovskites can 

be used in a thin film device architecture, rather than being thought of as a sensitiser in solid-

state dye-sensitised solar cells, as they were originally conceived.  

 

Figure 2.10 (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of 270 nm thick mixed halide absorber layer with 

hole-quenching layer of spiro-OMeTAD. Time resolved photoluminescence data taken at the 

peak emission wavelength of the (b) mixed halide perovskite and (c) triiodide perovskite with 

an electron (PCBM; blue triangles), hole (Spiro-OMeTAD; red circles) quencher layer or 

without any quenchers (PMMA). Adapted with permission.34 Copyright 2013, AAAS.  

In lead-halide perovskites, the large dielectric constants and disperse band extrema lead to the 

exciton binding energies being small,35,36 and it has been shown that radiative recombination 

is dominated by efficient free charge carrier recombination instead of exciton recombination, 

owing to the exciton binding energy being only a few tens of meV at room temperature.37,38 

The interplay among different recombination mechanisms show that the highest internal 

photoluminescence quantum yields occur for carrier densities between 1015-1017 cm-3.28 This is 
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calculated from internal luminescence yields as a function of carrier density and extrinsic 

Shockley–Read–Hall lifetime using reported values for bimolecular (1.35 × 10−10 cm3 s−1) and 

Auger (1.1 × 10−28 cm6 s−1) recombination constants.39,40 Photon recycling will occur if a 

device has high internal photoluminescence quantum yield and low photon outcoupling, 

provided that the emission peak is only slightly red-shifted against the absorption onset, which 

is the case for halide perovskites. In principle, for solar cells, photon recycling could increase 

the photon and charge carrier concentrations, thus increasing the efficiency. For LEDs, photon 

recycling  has the potential to improve outcoupling in the forward direction. However, Bowman 

et al. showed that photon recycling in lead-halide perovskites has a marginal influence on 

efficiency.41 Absorptance and emittance should be maximized when optimizing solar cells and 

LEDs, even if this reduces the number of photon recycling events.  

Cation disorder and stoichiometric deviation can lead to point defects, eventually leading to 

absent or weak and broad photoluminescence peaks. Correspondingly, in the absorption curve, 

those low crystalline materials always have long Urbach tails (high absorption below the 

bandgap) due to the localized states which extend in the bandgap. For halide perovskites, 

minority carrier lifetime is usually taken as an index to reflect the level of defect states.  

2.2.2 Electronic structure and defect tolerance  

 

Figure 2.11 (a) partial charge density of the CBM, (b) partial charge density of the VBM, (c) 

band structure, and (d-g) DOS of CH3NH3PbI3 using DFT–PBE calculations. Adapted with 

permission.42 Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing. 
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The unusual defect properties were attributed to the strong Pb lone-pair s orbital and I p orbital 

antibonding coupling and the high ionicity of CH3NH3PbI3.42 From the band structure and 

density of states (DOS) shown in Figure 2.11, its CBM is derived from Pb p orbitals, and the 

VBM is a mixture of Pb s and I p orbitals. The fully occupied s orbital of Pb2+ has strong 

antibonding coupling with I p, making the upper valence bands (VBs) dispersive. The disperse 

bands results in the small hole effective mass which is comparable with the electron effective 

mass, accounting for the origin of high mobility of both electrons and holes, and thus ambipolar 

conductivity.42 Also, the atomic p orbital of CBM in perovskite exhibits less dispersion than s 

orbitals of CBM in the second-generation thin film material like GaAs. Therefore, the DOS in 

the lower CB of the halide perovskites is significantly higher than that of GaAs, leading to a 

higher density of states, and thus high absorption coefficient.43 

 

Figure 2.12 The feasible chemical potentials for thermal equilibrium growth of CH3NH3PbI3 

and the formation energies of intrinsic point defects at different chemical potentials. Defects 

with much higher formation energies are displayed as dashed lines. Adapted with permission.42 

Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing.  

 

Figure 2.13 The transition energy levels of (a) intrinsic acceptors and (b) intrinsic donors in 

CH3NH3PbI3. Adapted with permission.42 Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing. 
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First principle calculations have been used to study the point defect properties of 

CH3NH3PbI3.42 The formation energy for various point defects in three representative chemical 

potential are shown in Figure 2.12.   

The transition level of a defect is the Fermi level position where the defect can donate/accept 

electrons, with shallow transition levels in the bandgap promoting conductivity and deep 

transition levels acting as nonradiative recombination centres. The calculated transition levels 

for different point defects are shown in Figure 2.13. It was found that shallow defect levels 

normally have low formation energy, providing at least part of explanation for the defect 

tolerance. This is in correspondence with the reported long electron-hole diffusion lengths.  

 

Figure 2.14 Electronic structure of typical ‘defect intolerant’ III–V, II– VI, or group IV 

semiconductors (a), prone to the formation of deep defect levels, compared to the ‘defect 

tolerant’ anti-bonding valence band of the lead halide perovskites (b). Adapted with 

permission.44 Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. 

The benign defect tolerant properties of the lead halide perovskites originate mainly from its 

specific electronic structure. According to the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombination 

model, the closer a defect level is to the mid-gap region, the higher the nonradiative 

recombination rate. In an elementary semiconductor such as Si, there is a bonding state in the 

VBM and an antibonding state at the CBM. The original Si atomic orbitals are close to the 

middle of the bandgap. Therefore, a point defect, such as a vacancy, will create a non-bonding 

state close to these original atomic orbitals (in the middle of the bandgap), leading to fast SRH 
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recombination (Figure 2.14a). On the other hand, if the VBM originates from antibonding 

character and CBM from bonding character, such as in Cu3N,45 non-bonding states would fall 

in the CBM or VBM instead of the bandgap, thus making the material defect tolerant. For lead 

halide perovskite (Figure 2.14b), the VBM is from antibonding character. It is therefore able 

tolerate the defect states that form from lead vacancies, since these arise from the dangling 

bonds from the halide. Although the CBM is from antibonding character (instead of the defect 

tolerant type bonding type), the strong spin orbit coupling from the heavy element can increase 

the electron affinity, thus also increasing the likelihood that donor defects (e.g., from I 

vacancies) are shallow as well.46 A thorough discussion about defect tolerance can be found in 

the review by Huang et al.46  

However, the presence of substantial non-radiative losses suggests that deep defect states are 

present. It is likely that the halide vacancies, particularly at the grain boundaries and interfaces, 

are playing an important role.28 This is further evidenced by the discoveries that these 

nonradiative losses can be passivated by variety of agents, such as potassium iodide.47 Doherty 

et al. found that traps clusters almost exclusively form at local junctions between grains.48 This 

provides rational strategies for the removal of harmful trap states. Passivation and growth 

strategies for the removal of these inhomogeneous and distorted grains will be critical to 

eliminate performance losses and instabilities. 

2.2.3 Stability and toxicity  

Current perovskite solar cell (PSC) stability is lower that of traditional silicon solar cells, which 

have a certified lifetime of 25 years. Device degradation can occur when exposed to moisture, 

light, heat or oxygen. A challenge with MA-based compounds is their chemical decomposition, 

releasing gaseous methylamine or methylammonium iodide. The basic degradation mechanism 

is CH3NH3PbI3→PbI2 + CH3NH2↑ +HI↑.49–51 Moisture and the ultraviolet part of the solar 

spectrum were proposed to be particularly detrimental to device stability, especially when using 

TiO2 as the electron transport layer, in which TiO2 can act as a catalyst to accelerate 

degradation.52 The incorporation of phosphonic acid ammonium additives in the perovskite 

structure of CH3NH3PbI3 was reported to increase the moisture resistance.53 Promising results 

by the addition of Caesium, FA and bromine mixtures, enabling high efficiencies with better 

thermal stability have been reported.54 The ion migration and erosion of the top metal electrode 

have motivated efforts to develop barrier layers or alternative electrodes, such as carbon.55 

Perovskite solar cells, with a 2D/3D (HOOC(CH2)4NH3)2PbI4/CH3NH3PbI3 structure, have 
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been reported to remain stable for 12,000 hours under illumination and with exposure to oxygen 

and moisture.56 Perovskite solar cells utilising the standard encapsulation of silicon solar cells 

(glass and ethyl vinyl alcohol) have been reported to be stable at 85 °C and 85% relative 

humidity for >1000 h.54 However, efforts are still needed to further improve the stability of 

perovskite solar cells to match those of silicon photovoltaics, as well as develop protocols 

specifically for accelerated degradation testing of perovskite PV.  

Furthermore, it is known that lead in the perovskites is toxic to humans. Lead from perovskites 

leaking into the ground can enter plants, and consequently the food cycle, ten times more 

effectively than other lead contaminants already present as the result of the human activities.57 

Lead is toxic in any concentration and there should be a very low tolerance to its usage in solar 

cells. Although it is allowed to contain lead in PV modules under the current legislation, light 

emitting devices and other consumer electronics are not in the list of exemption. Therefore, it 

is preferred to find lead-free alternatives in the long run.58 

2.3 Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite 

2.3.1 Overview of halide double perovskites 

 

Figure 2.15 X-ray structure of the ordered double perovskite Cs2AgBiBr6. Adapted with 

permission.59 Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. 

To address the toxicity of lead in hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites, there has been a 

substantial effort to identify non-toxic alternatives that could replicate the exceptional 

optoelectronic properties of lead-halide perovskites. This has led to the exploration of halide 

double perovskites, which have the general formula: A2B’B’’X6, where A is a monovalent 
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cation that occupies the cuboctahedral voids, and can be Cs, MA or FA; B’ is another 

monovalent cation that occupy the centre of the metal-halide octahedra, such as K+, Cu+, Ag+ 

or Au+; B’’ is a trivalent cation that also occupy the centre of metal-halide octahedra, such as 

Sb3+ or Bi3+ and X is Cl-, Br- or I-.59–65 One of the pioneer compounds of lead-free halide double 

perovskites is Cs2AgBiBr6, which exhibits an indirect bandgap of 1.95~2.25 eV and a notably 

long charge-carrier lifetime of 660 ns~1.4 μs at room temperature.59,66,67 In addition, unlike Pb-

based perovskites that have to be synthesised in the glovebox, Cs2AgBiBr6 shows improved 

environmental and thermal stability, which allows it to be synthesized under ambient 

conditions.59,65,68 The toxic lead cation is replaced by two more benign cations (e.g., Ag+ and 

Bi3+), whilst maintaining the 3D perovskite crystal structure. In order to maintain charge 

neutrality, the metal-halide octahedra need to alternate between the monovalent and trivalent 

cations (Figure 2.15).  

2.3.2 Optoelectronic properties and electronic structure  

At room temperature, Cs2AgBiBr6 powder displays weak PL centred at 1.9 eV. The long PL 

decay time of ~660 ns does not vary significantly between single-crystal and powder samples, 

as shown in Figure 2.16.59 According to Savory et al. samples may possess different degrees 

of cation disorder.61 This could significantly alter the bandgap and therefore may partly explain 

the difference in measured bandgaps (1.9~2.25 eV) for the silver−bismuth double 

perovskites.59,66,67  

 

Figure 2.16 (a) Absorbance spectrum of Cs2AgBiBr6 powder. Inset: Tauc plot showing the 

characteristics of an indirect bandgap. (b) Steady-state room temperature photoluminescence 

(PL) spectrum of a powdered sample upon 500 nm excitation. Inset: low-temperature PL 

spectrum. (c) Time- resolved room-temperature PL and fits for the PL decay time (τ) in powder 

and single-crystal samples. Adapted with permission.59 Copyright 2016, American Chemical 

Society.   
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Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) can have a large impact on the electrical properties, especially for 

compounds containing heavy elements such as Pb and Bi, which is attributed to relativistic 

effects. Xiao et al. performed electronic structure calculations for Cs2AgBiBr6 using density 

functional theory with PBE and hybrid HSE functionals, both with and without the effect of 

SOC.63 The HSE functional predicts an indirect bandgap of 1.97 eV with SOC and 2.21 eV 

without SOC. Figure 2.17 shows the calculated band structure using PBE non-SOC and 

HSE+SOC methods.  

 

Figure 2.17 (a, c) Band structures and (b, d) total and projected densities of states (DOSs) of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 calculated with the (a,b) PBE non-SOC and (c, d) HSE+SOC methods. Adapted 

with permission.63 Copyright 2016, John Wiley and Sons.  

From Figure 2.17, we can see the VBM is located at the X point and the CBM is located at the 

L point. The VBM consists of antibonding states of Br 4p and Ag 4d orbitals. The CBM is 

mainly composed of Bi 6p orbitals and slightly of Ag 5s and Br 4p orbitals. Enforced by the 

preferential Ag d interactions at X, the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 becomes indirect. As these 

features are replicated in the chloride and iodide, it appears that the electronic mismatch 

between Ag and Bi is the fundamental cause of the large, indirect bandgaps of the Cs2AgBiX6 

family.61 To permit a direct bandgap in a double perovskite structure, silver must be replaced 
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by an atom with valence s states, for example, the “lone pair” 5s and 6s states in In+ and Tl+.61 

In Cs2AgBiBr6, the VBM-deriving Ag 4d and Br 5p orbitals cannot connect 3-dimensionally 

because the [AgBr6] octahedra are isolated by the adjacent [BiBr6] octahedra. Similarly, the 

CBM-deriving Bi 6p orbitals cannot connect 3-dimensionally because of the isolated [BiBr6] 

octahedra.69 Therefore, the confined frontier orbitals lead to more localized, flat band edges 

and a large bandgap. Although an indirect bandgap need not necessitate weak absorption 

provided a direct allowed transition exists only slightly higher in energy. In the case of the 

Cs2AgBiX6 materials, however, the energy level difference between these two conditions is 

large. This would severely impact the absorption coefficient and photoluminescence quantum 

yield.  

2.3.3 Defects in Cs2AgBiBr6 

 

Figure 2.18 Calculated formation enthalpies, ΔH, of intrinsic defects in Cs2AgBiBr6 as a 

function of the Fermi level, EF, at two representative chemical potential points: (a) Br-poor 

and (b) Br-rich. Defects with very high ΔH values are shown by dashed lines. Adapted with 

permission.63 Copyright 2016, John Wiley and Sons.  

Theoretical calculations about defects in Cs2AgBiBr6 have been made by Xiao et al.63 Two 

representative chemical potentials (Br-poor and Br-rich) are chosen, at which the calculated 

formation enthalpies (ΔH) of the defects as a function of the Fermi energy (EF) are plotted in 

Figure 2.18. The calculated transition levels ε(q/q’) of acceptor and donor defects are 

summarised in Figure 2.19. These defect calculations show that VAg has the lowest formation 

energy and acts as a shallow acceptor. Cs2AgBiBr6 would therefore naturally exhibit p-type 
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conductivity. Although AgBi, VBi and Bri have deep transition levels in the bandgap, they can 

be significantly suppressed in the Br-poor Bi-rich growth condition. It is noted that, according 

to their calculations, VBr is a shallow donor and has much higher formation energies than VAg. 

This is in contrast to the calculated result by Li et al. that VBr is a deep donor with small 

formation energy and require Br-rich Bi-poor conditions to suppress.70   

 

Figure 2.19 Calculated transition energy levels ε(q/q’) for (a) intrinsic acceptors and (b) 

intrinsic donors in Cs2AgBiBr6. Adapted with permission.63 Copyright 2016, John Wiley and 

Sons.  

Thorough experimental measurements of the defects in Cs2AgBiBr6 have not been made, but 

there have been reports investigating various aspects of the role of defects on the optoelectronic 

properties of this material and related compounds. This is in part due to defect formation (and 

consequently the majority carrier population) being strongly influenced by the material 

fabrication technique and growth conditions that can substantially alter the semiconductor 

electronic properties.70 Halide vacancies are prime defects for shallow trapping in lead halide 

perovskites; their formation enthalpies are relatively low, and they typically form shallow traps 

within a few kT of the conduction band.42,71–73 Similarly, halide vacancies are also reported to 

be the prime defect for Cs2AgBiBr6. Degassing of Br2 was observed by mass spectrometry 

from the related Cs2AgTlBr6 double perovskite.74 Igbari et al. also found that Cs2AgBiBr6 solar 

cells with a lower Br stoichiometry have lower efficiencies.75 Consistently, Longo et al. 

reported a sequentially evaporated n-type Cs2AgBiBr6 and found that surfaces accumulate 

electron traps by Surface Photovoltage (SPV) measurements, which they attributed to Br 

vacancies.76 They estimated the electron diffusion length to be only 30 nm through External 
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Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurements on Cs2AgBibr6 solar cells. Delor et al. reported trap 

densities exceeding 1017 cm−3 within ∼20 nm of the surface of Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals. 

They stated that carrier diffusion lengths can still exceed 1 μm even in the presence of large 

trap densities and under solar excitation densities where traps are not saturated.77 They 

attributed this to the shallow nature of the halide vacancy defect state that likely form through 

surface bromine degassing. This is consistent with the results from Time Resolved Microwave 

Conductance (TRMC) and Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) measurements which 

show that at least one type of carrier has lifetimes in the millisecond range.67,78,79 It is noted 

that a large discrepancy exists between carrier diffusion lengths (30 nm in thin films v.s. 1 μm 

in single crystals). 

Apart from halide vacancies, the aforementioned Ag vacancy from theoretical calculations 

could also be possible, as it can lead to a p type conductivity, which has been confirmed 

experimentally by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS).66,67  

Some works attributed the PL peak with large Stoke shift in Cs2AgBiBr6 to originate from a 

colour centre, but it is not clear whether this arises from defect states, and if they do, where the 

defect states are from.80,81  

2.3.4 Carrier localization  

Atoms vibrate around their equilibrium crystallographic positions, and these quantized 

vibrations are described by phonons. Phonons can be optical (out of phase vibrations) or 

acoustic (in-phase vibrations). In both cases, the vibrations can either occur perpendicular 

(transverse mode) or in-plane (longitudinal mode) to the direction of propagation. When a 

charge carrier moves in a material, it can distort the lattice and drag this distortion field along 

with it. Thus, the carriers are effectively coupled to the phonons, forming a quasi-particle 

known as a polaron. Depending on the spatial extent of this polarization cloud, a general 

classification into small and large polarons can be introduced, which form as a result of 

coupling to acoustic (small) or optical (large) phonons. While large polarons are viewed as 

delocalized, with the polaron radius much larger than the lattice constant, small polarons are 

localized within one unit cell.82 Other than size, the most important difference between large 

and small polarons is in their transport properties: large polarons tend to have band-like 

transport with the mobility decreasing with increasing temperature, while small polarons 

usually undergo incoherent hopping transport with mobility increasing with temperature.83  
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In a polar crystal, Fröhlich interactions are expected, in which charge-carriers couple to 

longitudinal optical (LO) phonons.46 The strength of this electron–phonon coupling is 

described by a dimensionless coupling constant, α, which is given by equation 2.7082 
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where ω0 is the characteristic longitudinal optical phonon frequency (which can be measured 

by Raman spectroscopy) , 𝜀% and 𝜀5 the dielectric constants at infinite and zero frequency, 

respectively, and m* the effective mass of the electron or hole without phonon coupling. This 

electron-lattice interaction can also be quantified through the Huang–Rhys factor, S, which 

indicates the average number of phonons emitted after an optical transition between excited 

and ground states.84  

 

Figure 2.20 Configuration coordinate diagram depicting the energy balance as a function of 

lattice distortion for a conduction (delocalized) electron and for a localized polaron. EST is the 

structural energy, EPOL the polaron binding energy and EEL is the electronic energy. The right 

side of the panel shows charge density isosurfaces and the corresponding schematic band 

structure of a delocalized conduction electron (upper panel) and a small polaron with the 

polaron peak localized below the Fermi energy (lower panel). Adapted with permission.82 

Copyright 2021, Springer Nature.   
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The Fröhlich interactions described above relate to interactions spanning over dozens of unit 

cells, without pronounced localization effects, and are therefore large polarons.85,86 If the 

charge-carriers further couple to acoustic phonons, shorter-range, localized interactions can 

result (small polarons).85,87 In the limiting case, the carrier is effectively immobilized, and 

therefore termed ‘self-trapped’.87,88 Carrier localization breaks down the electronic band 

picture (as depicted in an E vs. k diagram for a periodic structure) replacing it with a local 

polaronic picture,89 which is depicted in the configuration coordinate diagram, represented in 

Figure 2.20. Configuration coordinate diagrams show how the energy of a lattice in the ground 

state and excited states changes with local distortions, which can arise from interactions with 

acoustic or LO phonons.  

Excitons (electrons and holes Coulombically bound together) can also couple with phonons. 

When electrons are initially excited from the ground state to an excited state, they exist as a 

hot carrier before cooling down, during which process they could couple to LO phonons. The 

free carrier could lose energy Eb to become a free exciton if Eb is sufficiently high or if the 

excitation fluence is high. Next, if self-trapping is energetically favored, the free carrier/exciton 

could relax to the self-trapped state, release energy Est. At the same time, the ground state 

energy increases due to the deformation of the lattice, and this change in energy is the 

deformation energy Ed. The localized carrier in the self-trapped state could couple to the ground 

state and luminescence directly.84 This PL peak could therefore be centered at energy EPL = Eg 

– Eb – Est – Ed (Figure 2.21a). When the coupling strength is very strong, the excited and ground 

state curves can cross in the configuration coordinate diagram, which means that some excited 

electrons and holes can recombine via this interaction non-radiatively, emitting phonons 

(Figure 2.21b).84 

Self-trapping and trapping are similar processes in many ways. For example, both are multi-

phonon emission processes, involve lattice distortions, and result in carrier localization in the 

lattice.90,91 The key difference is that trapping involves a permanent local perturbation, such as 

a defect or an impurity.88 When excitons localize in the lattice in the absence of defects due to 

distortions in the lattice, This is referred to as intrinsic self-trapping (Figure 2.21c(A)). These 

self-trapped excitons (STEs) can be considered to be defect states, but unlike lattice defects, 

STEs are only created after excitation and will recover after relaxation. Moreover, if the exciton 

occurs in the vicinity of a permanent defect, it will form an extrinsic STE that is trapped at 

different energies compared to those of intrinsic STEs or bare defect trapping (Figure 2.21c).92 
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Figure 2.21 (a) Schematic of the energy level structure of STE (GS, ground state; FE, free 

exciton state; FC, free carrier state; STE, self-trapped exciton state; Eg, bandgap energy; Eb, 

exciton binding energy; Est, self-trapping energy; Ed, lattice deformation energy; EPL, emission 

energy). Adapted with permission.84 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. (b) 

Schematic of the nonradiative recombination process for strong electron phonon coupling. 

Orange circles represent excited electrons. Adapted with permission.84 Copyright 2019, 

American Chemical Society. (c) Exciton self-trapping and trapping at permanent defects 

represented by balls deforming a rubber sheet. Adapted with permission.92 Copyright 2019, 

American Chemical Society. 

Early work attributed carrier-phonon coupling in Cs2AgBiBr6 to be primarily Fröhlich (large 

polaron), which was supported by fits to the temperature dependence of the PL linewidth, 

which gave a strong coupling factor to LO phonons, and weak acoustic phonon coupling 

factor.93 This is consistent with the observation based on time-resolved microwave 

conductance measurements, which showed the sum mobilities of all mobile carriers to increase 

as temperature decreases.79 The dominant LO phonon mode carriers couple to is the A1g 

symmetric stretching mode of the [BiBr6]3- octahedra, which has an energy of 175–180 cm-1 

(~22 meV).80,89,93,94 This has been found from both Raman measurements  as well as Fourier 

transforms on the periodic of oscillations in the ground state bleach from transient absorption 

spectroscopy measurements on the picosecond timescale.94 However, Cs2AgBiBr6 has much 

more limited mobilities and broader PL linewidth than MAPbI3. Also, large polaron formation 

has been associated with a reduction in hot carrier cooling rates,95 while recent studies have 

revealed Cs2AgBiBr6 to be characterized by fast hot carrier cooling.96 

Some recent works, however, proposed that acoustic phonons play an important role, which 

lead to small polarons or even self-trapped excitons forming.81,89,97,98 Wu et al. pointed out that 

fitting the PL linewidth under strong coupling condition would lead to the conclusion that 

acoustic phonons play a significant role,89 as opposed to the conclusion that optical phonons 
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are dominant when fitting the PL linewidth using equations for weak coupling condition.93 

Transient reflectance spectroscopy and optical pump terahertz probe (OPTP) measurements 

also provide strong evidence in support of self-trapping in Cs2AgBiBr6, by showing there to be 

an initial ultrafast drop in the density of excited state carriers or the mobility of the carriers on 

a picosecond timescale.89,81 The proposed explanation is that hot carriers thermalize via LO 

phonons on a sub-picosecond timescale, before coupling to acoustic phonons within the 

picoseconds time range, then interacting with defects on longer timescales. In support of this, 

it was found that changing the defect density of the Cs2AgBiBr6 did not influence the kinetics 

on the <10 ps timescale.89 Notably, the localization rate was found to be temperature-

independent, which is consistent with self-trapping rather than trapping.81 Furthermore, it is 

found that carriers formed immediately after photo-excitation have a negative dependence of 

mobility with temperature (band-like transport of large polarons), whereas carriers after 

localization have a positive dependence (thermally-activated hopping of small polarons).81 It 

has also been argued that the rapid localization is not due to carrier relaxation directly to color 

centers because: i) the final mobility of the localized state (1.3 cm2 V-1 s-1 at room temperature) 

exceeds that expected from carriers tightly bound in traps, ii) the picosecond timescale of 

localization would require the defect density too high, and iii) carrier diffusion to color centers 

would be temperature-dependent, whereas the localization rate was found to not depend on 

temperature.81  

2.3.5 Ion migration  

Ion migration in lead-halide perovskites  

Solid-state diffusion of ions can be mediated by defects, especially vacancies. The 

concentration of defects depends on the thermodynamic equilibrium of the material which can 

be described by formation energy of the defect, and the processing history of the material. 

Therefore, different samples of the same material can have different conductivity and 

photophysical properties. The total ionic migration process depends on the concentrations of 

the relative defects and the activation energy for ion migration. For example, the interstitial 

migration may have low activation energy, but if the concentration of the interstitial species is 

low, this mechanism would not contribute appreciably to the overall ionic transport.  

First-principles calculations agree on that there are a large number of low-energy point defects 

in lead-halide perovskites, leading to high equilibrium concentrations.99–101 Iodine vacancies 
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(Vi+) are believed to have the lowest formation energy and thus the highest concentration in 

MAPbI3.101 Eames et al. calculated that the activation energy for vacancy mediated ion 

migration in MAPbI3 for MA+ , Pb2+, and I− were  0.58 eV, 2.31 eV and 0.84 eV, 

respectively.102 They further extracted the activation energy for ion migration from 

photocurrent relaxation, which was measured to be around 0.60~0.68 eV. Therefore, they 

attribute this to the migration of the iodide anion via vacancies. The method they used to extract 

the activation energy is to fit the transient photocurrents under different temperatures with 

exponential function to extract time constants and use these time constants to fit an Arrhenius 

function to get the activation energy Ea (Figure 2.22). Interestingly, they fit the photocurrent 

rise after applying a reverse bias with a bi-exponential function and obtained two different set 

of time constants, but the two different sets of time constants gave similar activation energies. 

Apart from migration timescales, how easily ions can move can also be seen from the electric 

field needed to drive them. Yuan et al. investigated ion migration in a polycrystalline film along 

the lateral direction. They found that some ions began to move at a relative smaller electrical 

field of ∼0.1 V/μm (named “fast ions”) and some ions began to move at electrical field of >0.3 

V/μm (named “slow ions”). The origins of “fast ions” and “slow ions” may be caused by ion 

migration through different channels (through the bulk or the grain boundaries or film surface), 

or by the migration of different species with different EA, or by the combination of them.103,104 

Additional contributions from CH3NH3+ diffusion under “device-like” conditions is also 

possible as the activation energy is also reasonably small (0.8 eV) compared to that of Pb2+ 

diffusion (2.3 eV).102 However, identification of the migrating species in many studies is often 

from indirect evidence, such as the closeness of the activation energy value from experiments 

and from calculation. Transient ion drift measurement by measuring the device capacitance has 

been reported to be able to differentiate the positive and negative ionic species.105 Futscher et 

al. found that the concentration of mobile MA+ ions is significantly higher than the 

concentration of mobile I- ions but the diffusion coefficient of I- ions is three orders of 

magnitude higher than the diffusion coefficient of MA+ ions. They also claimed that the 

measured capacitance change is due to the migration of ions and not to the migration of 

vacancies because the diffusion coefficient of the assigned negative ion is similar to I- ions in 

literature. To determine whether iodine motion occurs through interstitials or vacancies, 

Senocrate et al. studied ionic conductivity as a function of iodine partial pressure, which 

revealed iodine vacancies to be responsible for ion conduction.106  
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Figure 2.22  (a) The measurement sequence in a TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3/ spiro-OMeTAD/Au cell 

is indicated; measured temperatures (to the nearest 0.5 °C) of the devices were -9.5 (dark blue), 

-5.5, 0.5, 5, 10.5, 15, 19.5, 24.5, 30, 40 and 50 °C (dark red). The dark current under forward 

bias was very sensitive to fluctuations in the controlled temperature; no time constants were 

taken from the dark current. (b) Arrhenius plot of the rates of photocurrent relaxation. Fits 

(purple lines) to the fast (k1) and slow (k2) components of bi-exponential to the photocurrent 

rise at 1 sun equivalent light intensity following reverse bias at -0.5 V in the dark (open circles 

and squares, respectively). The activation energy of the fast component evaluated between -9.5 

and 50 °C was EA = 0.62 eV. The activation energy for the slow component evaluated between 

15 and 50 °C was EA = 0.60 eV (the measurement duration was insufficient to reliably estimate 

the slow component at lower temperatures). The photocurrent rise at 50 °C did not reach a 

stable plateau and started to decline after its peak; we did not fit to this portion of the curve. 

The red crosses show the rates inferred from a single exponential fit to the tail of the 

photocurrent decay (k3) following forward bias at 1 V in the dark; the corresponding activation 

energy is 0.68 eV (red line) evaluated between 15 and 50 °C. Given the spread of points, we 

consider that the range of activation energies determined is similar to the uncertainty of the 

estimation. Adapted with permission.102 Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.  

Beyond the bulk processes described above, extended defects, including dislocations (pipe 

diffusion), surfaces, interfaces, and grain boundaries, can accumulate high concentrations of 

charged defects and can also provide alternative low-energy diffusion pathways.107 However, 

despite the low activation energy, the ion migration cross-section area along interfaces or grain 

boundaries is usually smaller than that of the bulk migration. Therefore, either bulk migration 

or migration through extended defects can dominate the ion migration process in 

polycrystalline films.104 Grain boundaries have been reported to facilitate fast iodine diffusion 
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in CH3NH3PbI3 from conductive atomic force microscopy.108 Yun et al. found a shorter 

recovery time from the application of a bias voltage at grain boundaries compared to the bulk 

using Kelvin probe microscopy.109 Xing et al.  also reported a lower activation energy for 

iodine diffusion with higher grain boundary density.110 It is noted that the measured activation 

energy for ionic transport may be the result of  different diffusing species and pathways rather 

than a single process. Grain boundaries may accommodate high concentrations of charged 

point defects, which is consistent with some observations of enhanced charge carrier 

recombination at these sites.107,111,112 

Ion migration in Cs2AgBiBr6 

As we have discussed above (2.3.3), there are contradictory results about whether VAg-, VBr+ 

or silver on bismuth anti-sites have the smallest defect formation energy. However, there is 

agreement in the current literature that for ion migration through vacancies, Br- anion has the 

lowest activation energy and the shortest migration distance (followed by Ag- ion).113,114 Pan 

et al. measured the ion migration activation energy of a Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystal to be 348 

meV from transient current decay measurements (Figure 2.23).113 This value is nearly three 

times that of MAPbBr3 single crystals, suggesting that the ion migration in Cs2AgBiBr6 single 

crystals is indeed more difficult. 

 

Figure 2.23 (a) A representative temporal response curve of Cs2AgBiBr6 SC device measured 

at 273 K. Inset: Schematic illustration of the discharging process during the ionic migration 

measurement when the external bias is off. (b) Arrhenius plots of the temperature dependence 

of kT versus 1,000/T. Note k in the y axis is the decay rate (s−1) (c) Calculated energy profile 

along the ionic migration path for the possible ion vacancies in Cs2AgBiBr6. Inset: Migration 

path of these ion vacancies. Adapted with permission.113 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. 

Ghasemi et al. reported that Ag and Br in the bulk Cs2AgBiBr6 migrate and consequently 

accumulate in the Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) layer and the P3HT/Cu interface 
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from Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy measurements.114 Interestingly, two oppositely 

charged ions (i.e., Ag+ and Br−) can diffuse to the same direction and accumulate between the 

P3HT layer and the metal contact. They attributed this to the volatility of the halide and its 

reactivity with metal elements (Ag and Cu). In addition to the formation of AgBr in the Cu and 

P3HT interface, the migrated Br may react with the Cu metal contact to form copper/cuprous 

bromide. Yang et al. introduced Bismuth Oxybromide (BiOBr) as heteroepitaxial passivation 

layers to Cs2AgBiBr6. The epitaxial growth of BiOBr onto Cs2AgBiBr6 enables the passivation 

of grain boundaries and helps to reduce ion migration.115  

2.3.6 Bandgap engineering 

The wide indirect bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 limits its application in photovoltaics. Therefore, 

people are pursuing methods to reduce the bandgap to improve its absorption of solar energy.  

By using first-principles calculation, Yang et al. showed that by controlling the ordering 

parameter at the mixed sublattice, the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 can vary continuously from a 

wide indirect bandgap of 1.93 eV for the fully ordered double perovskite structure to a partially 

disordered structure with indirect bandgap 1.46 eV and ultimately a small pseudo direct 

bandgap of 0.44 eV for the fully random alloy.116 The fully disordered (random) state means 

that there is 50% probability of finding a silver ion in the position which is originally for Bi 

ion, and vice versa for finding the Bi in the position for Ag. However, the fully disordered 

material could only be synthesized and quenched from above 3000 K. Even the partially 

disordered structure with 1.46 eV bandgap needs to be quenched from 1200 K, which is the 

order-disorder transition temperature. Compared with the limiting stable temperature of 700 K 

from Thermogravimetric Analysis measurements,59 those disorder structures seem to be 

unrealistic to achieve in experiments. Fortunately, calculations also showed that the energy 

difference between the ordered and random phase and thus the transition temperature could be 

reduced by introducing n-type dopants such as Ba or La on Cs site and p-type dopants such as 

Te on Br site into the alloy.116 Ji et al. decreased the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystal 

from 1.98 eV (growth temperature 150 °C) to 1.72 eV (growth temperature 60 °C).117 They 

attributed the reduction of bandgap to the higher Ag-Bi disorder. First principles calculations 

show that a set of defect states progressively emerges from the conduction band edge, and 

broadens, as the Ag–Bi disorder is increased.  

In addition, the phase transition induced by high pressure (15 GPa) leads to the band gap 

narrowing from the original 2.19 eV to 1.70 eV in Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals.118 The recovered 
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Cs2AgBiBr6 after releasing pressure to ambient conditions still possess a bandgap of 2.0 eV,  

which is 8.2% smaller than the original value.  

Cation substitution was also proposed to be an effective way to change the bandgap of 

perovskites. Past reports showed that the bandgap of MA(Sn1-xPbx)I3 is narrower than both 

MASnI3 and MAPbI3.119 Im et al. proposed that the decrease in bandgap as x increases (x<0.5) 

is due to the stronger spin orbit coupling by the alloying of the heavier Pb atom and lighter Sn 

atom, whereas the bandgap increases when x>0.5 is caused by the phase transition from P4mm 

to I4cm.120 Snaith and co-workers attributed the lower bandgap of the mixed alloy to be the 

short range ordering of preferred atomic scale clusters.121 In contrast, Stevanović and co-

workers found that the strong nonlinearity in bandgap was primarily due to the mismatch in 

energy between s and p atomic orbitals of Pb and Sn.122 They found that spin-orbit coupling, 

structure changes and short-range ordering did not have a significant effect on bandgap bowing 

and proposed that a homogeneous structure would have improved stability over a structure with 

short range ordering. Slavney et al. showed that dilute Tl substitution could decrease the 

bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 by approximately 0.5 eV.123 In this case, the Tl3+ tend to occupy the 

position of Bi3+. However, since the toxicity of Tl is stronger than Pb, other appropriate 

substitutions are preferred. It was also reported that using Cs2AgBiBr6 as a host, the bandgap 

of Cs2Ag(Bi1-xSbx)Br6 decreases from 2.12 eV to 1.86 eV with x increasing from 0 to 0.375.124 

However, the substitution could introduce substantial relatively deep defects, which may 

account for the rapidly suppressed emission intensity. Further band structure and defect state 

deviation need to be analysed for a comprehensive evaluation of this cation substitution method 

to reduce the bandgap of double perovskites.    

2.4 Research objectives 

As a candidate initially proposed to replicate the promising optoelectronic properties of lead-

halide perovskite for photovoltaics with benign elements, Cs2AgBiBr6 has not proved its 

feasibility. Although it demonstrates long charge-carrier lifetimes due to its indirect bandgap, 

the reported photovoltaic efficiencies are far from ideal. I notice that a large discrepancy exists 

in the charge-carrier diffusion length between 30 nm in thin films and 1μm in single crystals. 

The underlying reasons remain unexplored, although carrier diffusion length is the key factor 

for charge-carrier collection in solar cells. One possibility is that grain boundaries which may 

accumulate point defects may impede carrier transport macroscopically over a long distance. 

The first aim of this thesis is to explore the role of grain boundaries in Cs2AgBiBr6.  
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Another key factor limiting the feasibility of Cs2AgBiBr6 for photovoltaic applications is its 

large bandgap. Alloying with chemically similar elements provides a promising route to tune 

the bandgap or even change the bandgap nature (indirect to direct). Therefore, the second aim 

of this thesis is to develop a method to fully alloy Sb into Cs2AgBiBr6 and investigate the effect 

on the optical bandgap,  and thirdly to investigate whether Sb alloying can help to improve the 

performance of Cs2AgBiBr6 solar cells. 
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3 Experimental Methods 

3.1 Film deposition  

3.1.1 Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films with different grain sizes  

Procedures to deposit Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films are shown in Figure 3.1(a). 1.5 mmol CsBr 

(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich), 0.75 mmol AgBr (99.998%, Alfa Aesar), and 0.75 mmol BiBr3 

(99.998%, Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in 1.5 mL anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; 

99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) and mixed at 700 rpm at RT inside a N2 glovebox for an hour to form 

the 0.5 mol/L Cs2AgBiBr6 solution. The solution was then filtered by 0.2 μm PTFE membranes 

(Sigma Aldrich). 0.5 mL of 0.5 mol/L Cs2AgSbBr6 solution was mixed with 0.333 mL DMSO 

to form the 0.3 mol/L Cs2AgBiBr6 solution. Another 0.5 mL of 0.5 mol/L Cs2AgSbBr6 solution 

was mixed with 0.125 mL DMSO to form the 0.4 mol/L Cs2AgBiBr6 solution. 12 mm × 12 

mm glass substrates were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone and isopropanol for 15 min 

sequentially, followed by 10 min O2 plasma cleaning at 300 W (forward power) and 0 W 

reverse power in a radio frequency (RF) plasma system. The substrates were subsequently 

taken into a N2 glovebox and preheated to 75 °C. Precursor solutions were preheated to 75 °C. 

To deposit the films, the substrate was placed onto a vacuum-free chuck, and 60 μL solution 

was immediately dropped onto the substrate, before spinning at 4500 rpm for 45 s. Substrates 

were then annealed at 250 °C for 5 min. The spin coating and annealing process were 

undertaken in the N2 glovebox. 

3.1.2 Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films  

Figure 3.1 depicts the procedures to synthesize Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films. 1.5 mmol CsBr 

(99.9%, Sigma Aldrich), 0.75 mmol AgBr (99.998%, Alfa Aesar), and 0.75 mmol SbBr3 

(99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in 1.5 mL anhydrous DMSO (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) 

and mixed at 700 rpm at room temperature (RT) inside a N2 glovebox for an hour. Another 1.5 

mmol CsBr (99.9%, Sigma Aldrich), 0.75 mmol AgBr (99.998%, Alfa Aesar), and 0.75 mmol 

BiBr3 (99.998%, Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in 1.5 mL anhydrous DMSO (99.9%, Sigma 

Aldrich) and mixed at 700 rpm at RT inside a N2 glovebox for an hour. Both solutions were 

then filtered by 0.2 μm PTFE membranes (Sigma Aldrich). 0.45 mL Cs2AgSbBr6 solution was 

mixed with 0.05 mL Cs2AgBiBr6 solution to form the 90% Sb Sb-Bi solution. 0.35 mL 
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Cs2AgSbBr6 solution was mixed with 0.15 mL Cs2AgBiBr6 solution to form the 70% Sb Sb-

Bi solution. 0.25 mL Cs2AgSbBr6 solution was mixed with 0.25 mL Cs2AgBiBr6 solution to 

form the 50% Sb Sb-Bi solution. 0.1 mL Cs2AgSbBr6 solution was mixed with 0.4 mL 

Cs2AgBiBr6 solution to form the 20% Sb Sb-Bi solution. Substrates and the cleaning process 

are the same as in 3.11. The substrates were subsequently taken into a N2 glovebox and 

preheated to 75 °C. Precursor solutions containing Sb were kept at room temperature. Precursor 

solution with pure Cs2AgBiBr6 was preheated to 75 °C. To deposit the films, the substrate was 

placed onto a vacuum-free chuck, and 60 μL solution was immediately dropped onto the 

substrate, before spinning at 4000 rpm for 45 s. Substrates containing Sb were annealed at 

135 °C for 5 min. Substrates with pure Cs2AgBiBr6 were annealed at 250 °C for 5 min. The 

spin coating and annealing process were undertaken in the N2 glovebox.  

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the deposition steps for Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin 

films. (a) Pure Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. (b) Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 (x=0.2~1.0) thin films. 

3.2 Device fabrication 

3.2.1 Solar cell fabrication  

The solar cell structure I studied in this thesis is glass/FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous 

TiO2/double perovskite/PTAA/gold (Figure 3.2). Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass 

sheets were patterned by etching with zinc powder (98%, Sigma Aldrich) and 2 M HCl (diluted 
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from 37%, Fisher Chemical). They were subsequently cleaned with a 2% Hellmanex solution 

and rinsed with deionized water and ethanol. They were then sonicated with Acetone and IPA, 

each for 15 min. Directly before applying the blocking layer, remaining organic residues were 

removed by an oxygen plasma treatment for 5 min at 300 W (forward power) and 0 W reverse 

power in a radio frequency (RF) plasma system.  

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic figure of the glass/FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2/double 

perovskite/PTAA/gold structure solar cell. (a) Components of the solar cell device. (b) A 

complete device. (c) Dimensions of the device (the red area indicates the active area).  

To deposit the compact TiO2 layer, the cleaned FTO substrates were put on the hotplate and 

heat up to 450 °C. 0.4 mL acetylacetone (99%, Alfa Aesar) and 0.6 mL titanium diisopropoxide 

bis(acetylacetonate) (75 wt.% in isopropanol, Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in 9 mL ethanol. 

The dissolved solutions were put into a spray pyrolysis glass container and sprayed in air over 

the whole hot plate, which had already reached 450 °C. The ideal position is 20 cm distance 

from the hotplate with 45° angle. The hotplate was then cooled down to 150 °C. To deposit the 

mesoporous TiO2 layer, 150 mg/mL TiO2 paste (Dyesol) was dissolved in ethanol. Substrates 

were transferred from the hotplate to Al foil to cool down and put on the vacuum chunk in spin 

coater. 30 μL TiO2 paste solution (150 mg/mL in ethanol) was immediately dropped onto the 

substrate, before spinning at 4000 rpm for 10 s, with 2000 rpm ramp. After spin coating, 

substrates were transferred to the hotplate and anneal for five steps: 125 °C (ramp in 5 min and 

hold for 5 min), 325 °C (ramp in 15 min and hold for 5 min), 375 °C (ramp in 5 min and hold 
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for 5 min), 450 °C (ramp in 5 min and hold for 30 min), 150 °C (ramp for 0 min and hold until 

use). Cs2AgSbBr6, Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite thin films were 

spin coated onto the FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2 substrates with the same process as 

described in 3.1. Poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine] (PTAA) solution was 

deposited on the double perovskite layer as hole transporting layer. To make the PTAA solution, 

10 mg PTAA, 16 μL Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (Li-TFSI) solution 

(51.7mg/mL Li-TFSI (99%, Sigma Aldrich) in acetonitrile) and 20 μL 4-tert-butylpyridine 

(tBP) solution (100 μL/mL tBP (96%, Sigma Aldrich) in toluene) were dissolved in 964 μL 

toluene and shook until mixed.  40 μL PTAA solution was dropped onto the sample, before 

spinning at 4000 rpm for 20 s. Finally, 100 nm thick gold electrodes were thermally deposited 

under a high vacuum on top of the device. 

3.2.2 Thin film transistor fabrication  

For the fabrication of TFTs, lithographically patterned Cr/Au source drain electrodes were 

deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates. This was followed by introducing the perovskite layer with 

varied concentration which allowed variation in the perovskite grain size (Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic figure of the thin film transistor device.  

3.3 Material characterization 

3.3.1 XRD  

1D X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was carried out on films in air at room temperature with a B3 

Bruker D8 DAVINCI instrument employing Cu Kα radiation. (number of steps: 1700, step 

dwell time: 1s).  

2D thin film XRD was measured with a Bruker D8 Davinci diffractometer in reflection 

geometry. The incident X-ray beam was microfocused and columnated to a 2 mm2 spot on the 
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sample surface. A 2D area detector was used and the sample was held on a Eulerian cradle. 

Diffraction patterns were obtained over two frames of the 2D detector. Data analysis was 

carried out using Bruker Multex 3 software. 

3.3.2 SEM 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images were obtained with LEO 1530 VP instrument. 

Acceleration voltage is 3 keV and the chamber vacuum around 10-5 Pa. Before taking SEM 

images, films were sputtered with Au/Pd source for 7 s at 65 mA using the Emitech sputter 

coater. 

3.3.3 UV–Visible Spectrophotometry 

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Configuration of a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. (b) Total transmittance 

measurement in an integrating sphere. (c) Total reflectance measurement in an integrating 

sphere.  

UV–Visible Spectrophotometry measurements were performed using a PerkinElmer Lambda 

750 spectrometer inside an integrating sphere (Figure 3.3). The reflectance and transmittance 

of the Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film on glass were separately measured. The instrument was calibrated 

to 0% and 100% reflectance/transmittance prior to measuring the sample. The measurements 

were taken from 900 to 300 nm wavelength with an interval of 5 nm. The absorption coefficient 

was calculated using the equation shown below. 
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Where α is absorption coefficient, T is transmittance, R is reflectance and d is the measured 

thickness of the thin film (from Dektak profilometry). 

3.3.4 Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy 

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PDS) is an ultrasensitive absorption measurement 

technique that detects heating of the sample due to the nonradiative relaxation of absorbed light 

and is insensitive to reflection and scattering (Figure 3.5). PDS enables the detection of 

absorbance signals with 5-6 orders of magnitude weaker than the band edge absorption. For 

the measurements, a monochromated pump light beam is illuminated on the sample (film on 

quartz substrate), which on absorption produces a thermal gradient near the sample surface via 

non-radiative relaxation induced heating. This results in a refractive index gradient in the area 

surrounding the sample surface. This refractive index gradient is further enhanced by 

immersing the sample in an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert® (3M Company) which has a high 

refractive index change per unit change in temperature. A fixed wavelength CW laser probe 

beam is passed through this refractive index gradient producing a deflection proportional to the 

absorbed light at that particular wavelength, which is detected by a photodiode and lock-in 

amplifier combination. Scanning through different wavelengths gives us the complete 

absorption spectra. Because this technique makes use of the non-radiative relaxation processes 

in the sample, it is immune to optical effects like interference and scattering.  

 

Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of a PDS setup.  
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3.3.5 Photoluminescence   

Photoluminescence measurements using an intensified charge-coupled device camera were 

measured with an Andor iStar DH740 CCI-010 system connected to a grating spectrometer 

(Andor SR303i). Excitation was made at 400 nm wavelength from a frequency-doubled 

Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics Solstice) with a wavelength of 800 nm, repetition rate of 1 

kHz and pulse length of ≈100 fs. For measurements of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films, the 

gate width was 5 ns. The exposure time was 0.3 s, slit width 400 µm and accumulation times 

15.  

3.3.6 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

In transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS), a weak white probe pulse (the probe pulse has low 

intensity that it does not influence the population of the excited state carriers) is sent to the 

sample with a delay time with respect to the fixed wavelength pump pulse (every other pump 

pulse is blocked; Figure 3.6a). TAS signal is given by the difference between transmission 

spectrums of the probe, the transmission spectrum of the excited sample minus the transmission 

spectrum of the unexcited sample. By changing the delay time between the pump and probe, 

ΔT/T signal at each delay time (ΔT/T as a function of delay time and wavelength) is obtained.  

In general, a ΔT/T spectrum has four contributions (Figure 3.6b and c).125 The first one is 

ground state bleach (GSB). As a fraction of electrons has been promoted to the excited state by 

the pump pulse, the number of the electrons in the ground state decreases. Hence, the ground 

state absorption in the excited sample is less than that in the unexcited sample. Consequently, 

a positive signal in the ΔT/T is observed. The second contribution is stimulated emission (SE). 

Upon population of the excited state, stimulated emission to the ground state will occur when 

the probe pulse passes through the excited sample. Stimulated emission results in an increase 

of the light intensity in the detector, corresponding to a positive ΔT/T signal. With the same 

relationship between absorption and emission, the stimulated emission will be red shifted to 

the ground state bleach. It is noted that the intensity of the probe pulse is so weak that it does 

not influence the excited state population (this assumption also applies to the next two 

contributions). The third contribution is excited state absorption (ESA). This corresponds to 

the excited carriers being excited again to a higher state. Since probe light is absorbed during 

this process, a negative ΔT/T will be observed in the spectrum. The last contribution is called 

product absorption (PA). The pump pulse may generate some new product or transient states, 
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such as self-trapped carriers or excitons, that can absorb the probe light. This will again result 

in less light transmitted through the sample, corresponding to a negative ΔT/T signal. The third 

and the last contributions are sometimes not differentiated and are called photoinduced 

absorption (PIA) together, which also includes some other mechanisms, such as bandgap 

renormalisation.  

 

Figure 3.6 Schematic depiction of (a) the transient absorption spectroscopy principle, (b) 

carrier excitation processes during the TA measurement, and (c) contributions to the  ΔT/T 

spectrum. GSB (ground state bleach), SE (stimulated emission), ESA (excited state absorption), 

PA (product absorption), PIA (photoinduced absorption).  

For transient absorption measurements in this thesis, the third harmonic of a Nd:YVO4 laser 

system (Picolo-AOT-MOPA 25, InnoLas) at 355 nm with electronically controlled delay was 

used as pump. For the probe beam, the output of a Ti:sapphire amplifier system (Spectra 

Physics Solstice Ace) operating at 1 kHz and generating ~100-fs pulses was sent into a 

mechanical delay stage (Thorlabs DDS300-E/M). The ultraviolet-visible broadband probe 

beam (330 – 700 nm) was generated by focusing the 800 nm fundamental beam onto a CaF2 

crystal (Eksma Optics, 5 mm) connected to a digital motion controller (Mercury C-863 DC 

Motor Controller) after passing through the mechanical delay stage. The transmitted pulses 

were collected with a monochrome line scan camera (JAI SW-4000M-PMCL, spectrograph: 

Andor Shamrock SR-163) with collected data fed straight into the computer. 

3.3.7 Cathodoluminescence  

CL measurements were performed in an Attolight Allalin 4027 Chronos scanning electron 

microscope cathodoluminescence (SEM-CL) system at room temperature (RT).  
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Measurements were taken using a beam current of 500 pA and an acceleration voltage of 3 kV 

which corresponds to 90% of the beam energy being deposited in a depth of 67nm according 

to simulations using Monte Carlo Casino software.126 The CL hyperspectral maps were 

analysed using Hyperspy.127 

3.3.8 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) is a bulk measurement method to provide 

information on composition rather than chemical state. RBS uses accelerated ions which have 

higher depth penetration because they are not readily scattered by electron clouds. It is based 

on the elastic scattering of ion by the atoms/ions present in the sample. The ratio of the energy 

of the backscattered ions (E1) and incident ion (E0) is given by Equation 3.1. This ratio is the 

kinematic factor (k) and can be derived through the conservation of energy and momentum.  
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m1 is the mass of incident ion, m2 the mass of the atom/ion in the sample and θ the scattering 

of the backscattered ion compared to its original path. The kinematic factor is a function of θ. 

(Figure 3.7) Typically, the detector is held at 160-170° for optimal mass resolution (i.e., 

between different m2 values).  

 

Figure 3.7 Kinematic factor (k) for various elements as a function of incident ion scattering 

angle θ.128  

The energy of the back-scattered ion is described by the kinematic factor, and the intensity of 

backscattered ions depends on the scattering cross-section (σ(θ)), given in Equation 3.2, if we 

neglect the effects of the electron cloud around the nucleus. 
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Equation 3.2 shows that there is more scattering when the atomic number of the incident ion 

(Z1) or atom in the material (Z2) are larger, or when the incident energy of the ion (E0) is smaller. 

The area density of atoms (Nt, units: atoms per unit area) is calculated from the area of the peak 

for each element in the RBS spectrum (Ai) from Equation 3.3 

𝐴* = (𝑁𝑡)*𝑄𝛺
𝜎

cos 𝜃 																																																																																																																														3.3 

In Equation 3.3, Q is the ion beam fluence and Ω the solid angle of the detector. Ai is determined 

though the fitting of the experimental peak.  

In this thesis, RBS data were measured with 5.115 MeV 7Li2+ ion beam. The incident beam 

with a spot size of ca. 1.5 mm ´ 3 mm was parallel to surface normal (sample tilt 0°) and the 

backscattering angle was 165°. The beam fluence was normalized with the backscattering 

counts from the Au-coated chopper and sample substrate. The acquired RBS spectra were 

analysed using SimNRA simulation software to determine the elemental composition of the 

films.129 The uncertainty of the elemental fractions is in the order of 1%, and is based on the 

estimated statistical error of the backscattering yield (proportional to 1/√𝑁), the uncertainty 

of the simulation parameters for the peak fitting, as well as the uncertainties arising from the 

detector setup. 

3.3.9 Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS and UPS) 

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) 

operate based on the photelectric effect and use X-ray or ultraviolet photons to excite electrons 

to vacuum, which are then detected and measured. Electrons with kinetic energy are produced 

from  the core-level electrons that have overcome the binding energy (EBE, difference between 

Fermi level and the core level) and work function (Figure 3.8). Since both the sample and the 

instrument are grounded, the kinetic energy of the electron measured (EKE (measured)) is relative 

to the work function of the instrument (Winstrument).  

XPS/UPS spectra plot intensity against binding energy on the calibrated scale. This scale is 

typically shown in reverse so that kinetic energy (which binding energy is calculated from) 

increases in value from left to right. The photoemission spectrum is comprised of contributions 
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from photoelectrons that are directly excited and emitted to vacuum (primary electrons), as 

well as electrons that have undergone multiple inelastic scattering events (secondary electrons).  

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic showing the relation between measured kinetic energy, binding energy 

and working function of the sample and instrument.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 (a) UPS spectrum of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film deposited on ITO/glass. (b) XPS 

measurements of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the 

best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum to the measured data was 1.21 eV. 
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To a first order, the primary electron intensity reflects the valence density of states. The onset 

of primary electrons from the Fermi level therefore gives the difference between the valence 

band maximum and Fermi level (EV – EF). The intensity of secondary electrons increases with 

decreasing kinetic energy. This is because the mean free path for secondary electrons is longer 

when they have less kinetic energy, since they then do not interact with the sample as much. 

But below a certain kinetic energy, the secondary electrons can no longer overcome the work 

function of the sample, giving a cut-off. By fitting the secondary electron cut-off from the UPS 

spectrum, we can get the work function of the sample (Figure 3.9a). To determine the leading 

edge of the valence spectra (EV – EF), The most physically-relevant method is to fit the leading 

edge with the density of states convolved with instrument broadening (Figure 3.9b). 

In this thesis, XPS data was acquired using a Kratos Axis SUPRA using monochromated Al 

Kα (1486.69 eV) X-rays at 12 mA emission and 15 kV HT (180W) and a spot size/analysis 

area of 700 ´ 300 µm. The instrument was calibrated to gold metal Au 4f core level (83.95 eV) 

and dispersion adjusted give a BE of 932.6 eV for the Cu 2p3/2 line of metallic copper. Ag 3d5/2 

line FWHM at 10 eV pass energy was 0.544 eV. Source resolution for monochromatic Al Kα 

X-rays is ~0.3 eV. The instrumental resolution was determined to be 0.29 eV at 10 eV pass 

energy using the Fermi edge of the valence band for metallic silver. Resolution with charge 

compensation system on <1.33 eV FWHM on PTFE. High resolution spectra were obtained 

using a pass energy of 20 eV, step size of 0.1 eV and sweep time of 60 s, resulting in a line 

width of 0.696 eV for Au 4f7/2. Survey spectra were obtained using a pass energy of 160 eV. 

Charge neutralisation was achieved using an electron flood gun with filament current = 0.38 A, 

charge balance = 2 V, filament bias = 4.2 V. Successful neutralisation was adjudged by 

analysing the C 1s region wherein a sharp peak with no lower BE structure was obtained. The 

spectra were charge corrected to the main line of the carbon 1s spectrum (adventitious carbon) 

set to 284.8 eV. All data was recorded at a base pressure of below 9 x 10-9 Torr and a room 

temperature of 294 K. Data was analysed using CasaXPS v2.3.19PR1.0. Peaks were fit with a 

Shirley background prior to component analysis. UPS measurements were recorded using He(I) 

(21.22 eV) at an emission of 35 mA. All UPS spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 5 eV. 

UPS spectra were aligned to the recorded XPS valence bands through peak fitting of the Cs 

5p3/2 species using an LA(1,3,230) lineshape for both sets of spectra. 

The work function was determined by linear fitting of the secondary-electron cut-off of the 

ultraviolet photoemission spectra (Figure 3.10). The valence band to Fermi level offset (EF – 

Ev) was determined by fitting the leading-edge of the X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) 
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data. These were fit by the least-squares method to the leading edge of calculated XPS plots to 

determine the EF – Ev value. The ionization potential (the valence band maximum position 

relative to vacuum level) was determined from the work function and EF – Ev measurements. 

The electron affinity (the conduction band minimum position relative to vacuum level) was 

calculated by subtracting the bandgap measured by PDS from the ionization potential.  

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship among different characterization 

values.  

3.3.10 Transient current measurement 

 

Figure 3.11 Schematic circuit for the temperature dependent transient current measurement.  

In the transient current measurements, a pulse voltage generated by a function generator 

(Hewlett Packard 8116A) was applied to the hole-only device 

(ITO/NiOx/Cs2AgBiBr6/PTAA/Au). The device was connected in series with a resistor (300 
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Ω). The voltage across the resistor was measured with an oscilloscope (RS PRO 

RSDS1304CFL) to monitor the current density kinetics (Figure 3.11). The samples were 

mounted in a Desert TTP4 Probe Station for temperature-dependent studies in the range of 230 

to 300 K. The samples were cooled using liquid nitrogen while kept under a vacuum of 10−6 

mbar. 

3.4 Device characterization  

3.4.1 Solar cell characterization  

 

Figure 3.12 Schematic figure of the setup for measuring (a) Power convention efficiency and 

(b)External quantum efficiency. 

Solar simulations were performed using an ABET Technologies Sun 2000 Solar Simulator and 

Keithley 2623A source-measure unit (Figure 3.12a). The light source was a 450 W Xenon lamp 

(Oriel) equipped with a Schott-K113 Tempax sunlight filter (Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH) 

to match the emission spectrum of the lamp to the AM1.5G standard. The devices were all 
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illuminated from the substrate (FTO) side. Before measuring the devices, the solar simulator 

was calibrated with a silicon reference diode equipped with an infrared cut-off filter (KG-3, 

Schott). The scan rate was 100 mV s-1. The active area (by placing an aperture on the solar cell 

device) was 4.1 mm2.  

External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra were measured without light-bias, with 

illumination only from the monochromatic source. Monochromatic light was supplied by a 

300W Xenon lamp (ILC Technology) that was focused through a Gemini-180 double 

monochromator (Jobin Yvon Ltd) and chopped at approximately 2 Hz (Figure 3.12b). The 

monochromatic light is separated by the beam splitter, with half going to the reference 

photodiode and the other half going to the sample. The signal was recorded using a Model 

SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems). 

3.4.2 Thin film transistor characterization  

TFT Device Characterization: All the devices were characterized using an Agilent 4155B 

parameter analyzer operated in pulsed mode. In the pulsed mode of operation, for the transfer 

(output) measurement, Vg (Vd) was applied over a short impulse of 0.5 ms. The temperature-

dependent transport measurements were performed using a Desert Cryogenics low-temperature 

probe station. 

Impedance Spectroscopy: For the impedance measurement, vertical sandwich devices were 

fabricated with patterned ITO/Au bottom electrode and shadow mask–patterned top Au 

electrode. Perovskite films were introduced using similar technique as used for FET fabrication. 

Impedance measurement was performed using Keithley 4200 SCS with an AC voltage of 10 

mV while the frequency was varied from 1 kHz to 10 MHz. 
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4 Understanding the Role of Grain Boundaries on Charge-

Carrier and Ion Transport in Cs2AgBiBr6 Thin Films 

Although Cs2AgBiBr6 has gained significant attention, the efficiencies of solar cells based on 

this double perovskite material are still one third of its theoretical efficiency limit. Together 

with the discrepancy between the promising optoelectronic properties of single crystals and the 

much more limited performance in thin films, attentions are brought to the effect of grain 

boundaries. Therefore, in this chapter, I investigate the role of grain boundaries on the 

optoelectronic properties of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. Through cathodoluminescence 

measurements, I show that grain boundaries are the dominant non-radiative recombination sites. 

I also demonstrate through field-effect transistor and temperature-dependent transient current 

measurements that grain boundaries act as the main channels for ion transport. Interestingly, I 

find a positive correlation between carrier mobility and temperature, which resembles the 

hopping mechanism often seen in organic semiconductors. These findings explain the 

discrepancy between the long diffusion lengths >1 µm found in Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals 

versus the limited performance achieved in their thin film counterparts. This work shows that 

mitigating the impact of grain boundaries will be critical for these double perovskite thin films 

to reach the performance achievable based on their intrinsic single-crystal properties. 

4.1 Introduction 

The best reported power conversion efficiency (PCE) for a planar solar cell device based on 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film is only 2.84%,130 which is the highest record for any halide double 

perovskite absorber. But even considering its large and indirect bandgap of 2.25 eV, the current 

efficiency record is still three times lower than the spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency 

calculated based on its absorption spectrum.61 The limited performance, especially the low 

short-circuit current density, implies a significant impact of defect states, which reduce carrier 

transport lengths.76,130–132    

For single crystals, trap densities of 1016 - 1017 cm−3 have been reported, and these defects have 

been attributed predominantly to Br vacancies formed due to surface bromine degassing,[19] 

although there are also calculations proposing Ag vacancies to be the most easily formed 

defects.133 In spite of the high trap densities, charge-carrier lifetimes exceed 600 ns due to the 

shallow nature of the majority of traps.59,79 Furthermore, in single crystals, mobilities of 11.8 
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cm2 V–1 s–1 (from space charge-limited current density measurements)113 and diffusion lengths 

exceeding 1 μm (from stroboscopic scattering microscopy)77  have been reported, despite trap-

limited transport.  

Although these diffusion lengths in single crystals are reported long, carrier transport in thin 

films used in photovoltaic devices is significantly lower, with electron diffusion lengths of only 

30 nm and mobilities <1 cm2 V-1 s-1.76 The discrepancy between the 30 nm carrier diffusion 

length in thin films and the micron diffusion length in single crystals is often attributed to fast 

recombination in surface states due to the accumulation of defects on the surface of thin films.79 

However, despite their likely importance, an effect that has not been directly accounted for is 

the impact of grain boundaries on the optoelectronic properties of Cs2AgBiBr6. Establishing 

how charge-carriers and ions interact with grain boundaries is essential for understanding the 

discrepancies between the transport properties of polycrystalline thin films and single crystals, 

and how the performance of double perovskite thin films could be improved.  

Grain boundaries break the periodicity of single crystals and, with few exceptions, lead to an 

accumulation of dislocations, vacancies and dangling bonds, as well as other structural and 

point defects, giving rise to defect states in the band gap.134,135 These localized sub-bandgap 

states can enhance the non-radiative recombination of photogenerated carriers, and therefore 

reduce photovoltaic performance.7 One the other hand, in some cases, the built-in electric field 

induced by the grain boundary can result in more efficient charge collection.136,137 Various 

spatially-resolved techniques, such as scanning probe microscopy (Kelvin Probe Force 

Microscopy, Scanning Capacitance Microscopy, Conductive-Probe Atomic Force 

Microscopy), laser-beam-induced current microscopy and cathodoluminescence, have been 

used to compare the band bending, charge collection and recombination at the boundaries vs. 

interiors of grains in polycrystalline solar cells.135,138,139  

In this chapter, I investigate the role of grain boundary density by synthesizing and 

characterizing Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films with three different grain sizes. Through transient 

absorption spectroscopy (TAS), I measured how the grain boundary density affects charge-

carrier lifetimes. I used cathodoluminescence (CL) mapping to determine if grain boundaries 

act as the dominant non-radiative recombination sites. To understand the role of grain 

boundaries on carrier transport, I developed thin film transistors using Cs2AgBiBr6 in the active 

channel and measured the temperature dependence of the field-effect mobility. This also 

represents the first report of field-effect transistor performance in this material, and one of the 
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handful reports of p-type field-effect behaviour among halide perovskites, especially bulk 3D 

perovskites. These field-effect transistor measurements and temperature-dependent transient 

current measurements provide a direct correlation between grain boundary densities and 

charge-carrier transport, as well as ionic transport. 

4.2 Phase purity and grain size 

 

Figure 4.1 (a) XRD patterns of Cs2AgBiBr6 films grown from three different precursor 

concentrations. The reference pattern is calculated from its crystallographic information file, 

obtained from Ref.65. (b) Close-up of the (022) peak for the Cs2AgBiBr6 films from part (a). (c) 

Comparison of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (022) peak with the grain size 

calculated from the Scherrer equation (Table 4.1). Scanning electron micrographs of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films grown from precursor solutions with concentrations of (d) 0.3 mol L-1, 

(e) 0.4 mol L-1 and (f) 0.5 mol L-1. The thickness of the 0.3 mol L-1, 0.4 mol L-1 and 0.5 mol L-1 

thin films are 118±4 nm, 160±3 nm and 242±6 nm respectively (measured by profilometry). 

Data taken and analysed by myself.      

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films were synthesized by solution processing, as detailed in Chapter 3. To 

tune the grain size, the concentration of the precursor solution was adjusted to 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 

mol L-1 (M). The phase-purity of the films was determined through X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

measurements (Figure 4.1a). The larger peak intensity for the higher concentration films is due 

to increased film thickness. Only peaks due to the double perovskite phase were present. In 

particular, the common impurity peak at 8.95° for Cs3Bi2Br9 was absent.65 Later in Chapter 5, 
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it is verified that phase impurities in the film would be detectable by 1D linescan measurements 

(refer also to my paper Ref.66). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the XRD peaks 

decreased for films grown from higher concentration solutions, implying an increase in 

crystallite size (Figure 4.1b, c). The crystallite sizes obtained by fitting the XRD peaks were 

72±7 nm (0.3 mol L-1), 98±7 nm (0.4 mol L-1) and 113±3 nm (0.5 mol L-1), as shown in Figure 

4.1c.  

Table 4.1 Calculation of XRD grain size according to Scherrer equation. Data taken and 

analysed by myself.  

Concentration 2 θ (°) Grain size (nm) 
Average grain size 

(nm) 

2*[standard error] 

(nm) 

0.3 M 

15.8 75 

72 7 
22.4 73 

27.5 78 

31.9 62 

     

0.4M 

15.8 104 

98 7 
22.4 103 

27.5 93 

31.9 90 

     

0.5 M 

15.8 115 

113 3 
22.4 116 

27.5 111 

31.9 112 

 

The grain sizes extracted from XRD are calculated with Scherrer equation below, 

𝐷 =
𝐾𝜆

𝛽 cos 𝜃 																																																																																																																																									(4.1) 
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Where K is the Scherrer constant that depends on the shape of the crystals. For crystallites of 

cubic symmetry, K=0.94. λ is the X-ray wavelength (1.5406 Å for Cu Kα) D is the mean size 

of the ordered crystalline domains, which may be smaller or equal to the grain size. β is the line 

broadening at full width half maximum intensity (FWHM), after correcting for instrumental 

line broadening, in radians. θ is the Bragg angle in radius. To determine the instrumental line 

broadening, we had the Al2O3 standard sample ran on the same instrument and setting. The 

Cagliotti equation for the instrument broadening is fitted as follows, 

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀*/8-14,"/-
! = 0.0082 tan 𝜃! − 0.0032 tan 𝜃 + 0.0019																																														(4.2) 

Where FWHMinstrument is in degree and theta is in radians. Therefore, for our angle range from 

10° to 35°, the FWHMinstrument is taken as 0.04. FWHMmeasured is the experimental fit from XRD 

data, in degree. FWHMtrue (unit in degree) is calibrated as follows,   

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀-14" = �𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀,"2841"+
! − 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀*/8-14,"/-

!																																																										(4.3) 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films grown 

from precursor solutions with concentrations of (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1 and (c) 0.5 mol 

L-1. The thicknesses measured from this figure are 127±8 nm (0.3 mol L-1), 173±23 nm (0.4 mol 

L-1) and 220±18 nm (0.5 mol L-1). Data taken and analysed by myself. 

Consistent with these XRD results, I found from top-down Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) micrographs that the microfeature size increased from 160±10 nm (0.3 mol L-1) to 

200±20 nm (0.4 mol L-1) and 370±40 nm (0.5 mol L-1), as shown in Figure 4.1d–f (determined 

using ImageJ). These microfeature sizes are slightly larger than the film thicknesses measured 

by profilometry, which are 118±4 nm (0.3 mol L-1), 160±3 nm (0.4 mol L-1) and 242±6 nm 

(0.5 mol L-1). From cross-sectional SEM images (Figure 4.2), there is one grain throughout the 

thickness of the film, which is consistent with the typical growth of halide perovskites from 

solution.140 The differences between the crystallite and microfeature sizes found from XRD vs. 

SEM measurements may have been due to i) the microfeatures in SEM being composed of 
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several crystallites, ii) because of a variation in grain size and the narrower XRD peaks from 

the larger grains being hidden behind the broader peaks from the smaller grains, or iii) because 

the XRD peaks were broadened due to other factors, such as stacking faults. To avoid 

ambiguity, we hereafter refer to the films based on the concentration of the precursor solution 

they were deposited from (rather than their XRD or SEM grain size).  

4.3 Charge-carrier recombination   

 

Figure 4.3 Absorption measurements and kinetics of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films grown from three 

different precursor solution concentrations. (a) Steady-state absorbance of the thin films grown 

on glass. (b) ΔT/T spectra for the integrated time range of 1-10 ns. (c) Normalized kinetics of 

the ground state bleach (GSB). The ΔT/T values were integrated over the wavelength range of 

437-442 nm. The excitation wavelength was 355 nm for laser pulses with a pulse length less 

than 1 ns at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. Data in Figure 4.3(a) 

taken by myself; data in Figure 4.3(b)(c) taken by Linjie Dai; all analysed by myself.  

Figure 4.3a shows the absorbance of the films measured by ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) 

spectrophotometry. As expected, the absorbance increased with increasing film thickness. In 

photovoltaic devices, carrier extraction depends on the drift and diffusion lengths, and the two 

key components in this regard are the charge-carrier lifetime and mobility. Transient absorption 

spectroscopy (TAS) was used to measure the charge-carrier lifetime of the films, which were 

excited with a 355 nm wavelength pump laser incident on the top surface of the films. I found 

two ground state bleach (GSB) and two photo-induced absorption (PIA) features in the TAS 

spectra (Figure 4.3b). The GSB peak below 380 nm wavelength is ascribed to a localized state 

well above the conduction band minimum.93,94 However, the explanation for the GSB peak at 

approximately 440 nm wavelength has been the subject of controversy. Some previous studies 

attributed this peak to a resonant exciton associated with the first direct transition of 

Cs2AgBiBr6.94,97,141 There are also calculations showing that this peak could be due to a narrow 
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distribution of states with a direct transition above the indirect band-edges, and which have 

high oscillator strength.66 Consistent with the GSB peak at 440 nm being due to excitons, the 

two PIA signals on either side of the main GSB peak (440 nm) are attributed to the broadening 

of the direct exciton transition introduced by carrier-exciton scattering.89,94 The origins of these 

GSB and PIA peaks are beyond the scope of this work, and I do not discuss them further here. 

However, in either case, the decay of carriers from states at the first direct transition or the 

decay of excitons provide important information on non-radiative recombination processes, 

and a comparison can be made between different samples of the non-radiative recombination 

rate based on these GSB kinetics.  I did not observe any GSB at wavelengths longer than 550 

nm. This is attributed to a combination of two effects: i) the weak absorption at the indirect 

bandgap (as seen in the steady-state spectra in Figure 4.3a) and ii) the neighbouring PIA peak 

covering any weak GSB that may exist here.  

Table 4.2 Bi-exponential fitting of transient absorption data in Figure 4.3c. Fit with 𝑦 =

𝐴< 𝑒𝑥𝑝 \−
U
-+
] + 𝐴! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 \−

U
-.
] + 𝑦5. Data taken by Linjie Dai and analysed by myself.  

Parameter fit 0.3 mol L-1 0.4 mol L-1 0.5 mol L-1 

y0 0.044±0.003 0.033±0.002 0.032±0.002 

A1 0.77±0.02 0.92±0.01 0.863±0.009 

t1 13.9±0.8 22.4±0.8 59±1 

A2 0.18±0.02 0.19±0.01 0.168±0.009 

t2 209±31 332±33 1044±112 

R2 0.989 0.997 0.998 

 

Irrespective of the intrinsic nature of the sharp bleach peak at ~440 nm wavelength, it represents 

the repopulation of the ground state with time after the absorption of the femtosecond pump 

laser. I integrated the GSB over the wavelength range of 437–442 nm to characterize the carrier 

lifetime because this peak has high intensity and a high signal-to-noise ratio. Whilst the GSB 

kinetics could be fit with a drift-diffusion model to determine the charge-carrier lifetime and 

surface recombination velocity,140 this requires a large number of variables to be fit to a single 

kinetics curve, and it cannot be guaranteed that the fit obtained is the global minimum rather 

than one of the local minima. I therefore fit the data with a bi-exponential function, which, 
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whilst not necessarily being physically relevant, provides a numerical comparison between the 

GSB kinetics of different samples (Figure 4.3c). For the 0.3 mol L-1, 0.4 mol L-1, and 0.5 mol 

L-1 films, the time constants of the short-lived components of the bi-exponential function are 

14±1 ns, 22±1 ns and 59±1 ns, respectively, and long-lived components are 210±30 ns, 330±30 

ns and 1000±100 ns, respectively (Table 4.2). Due to the indirect nature of its bandgap and 

thus the low photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE), most carriers recombine non-

radiatively.67 We attribute the fast component to trapping of one carrier and the slow 

component to the subsequent non-radiative recombination process, which would happen if 

traps are shallow.142  

 

Figure 4.4 Normalized kinetics of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films grown from three different precursor 

solution concentrations, with 355 nm wavelength laser incident on the front (film surface) and 

back (substrate) side of the sample. The ΔT/T values were integrated over the wavelength range 

of 440-448 nm (GSB). The excitation wavelength was 355 nm for laser pulses with a pulse 

length less than 1 ns at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. Data taken 

by Linjie Dai and analysed by myself.  

An alternative explanation for the change in GSB kinetics is the difference in film thicknesses 

across the films from 120 nm (0.3 mol L-1) to 240 nm (0.5 mol L-1) leading to different degrees 

of contribution from surface recombination to the overall GSB kinetics measured. However, 

the absorption coefficient of the film at the TA excitation wavelength (355 nm) is 2×105 cm-1, 

and therefore the absorption depth is 50 nm. The out-of-plane electron diffusion length in 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film is reported to be around 20-30 nm.76 Carriers are therefore unlikely to 

diffuse to the back surface and recombine rapidly there. In addition, when we excited the films 

from the back (i.e., glass substrate side), we found that the kinetics had the same decay profile 

(as compared to excitation from the film side), and the change in kinetics with film thickness 
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follows the same trend (Figure 4.4). Overall, these analyses show that the change in GSB 

kinetics are due to changes in the bulk carrier lifetime of the films as the grain size changed 

with film thickness. 

The TAS measurements performed above and by others only give carrier kinetics spatially 

averaged over the measurement spot, which has a diameter of 1.6 mm. To move beyond 

spatially averaged measurements and directly compare the optoelectronic properties of the 

grain boundary and interior, I used cathodoluminescence hyperspectral mapping (CL), which 

takes place inside an SEM and provides spatial resolution beyond the optical limit. CL results 

from the radiative recombination of excess electrons and holes generated by the incident 

electron beam (e-beam), with the lateral resolution depending on the electron beam energy 

(which controls the interaction volume) and the carrier diffusion length. The acceleration 

voltage used in this study was 3 keV, corresponding to a penetration depth of 67 nm according 

to Monte Carlo simulations using Monte Carlo Casino (Figure 4.5).126 Thus, the interaction 

volume size in CL is significantly smaller than in confocal PL,143 providing sufficient spatial 

resolution to differentiate between the grain boundary and interior.  

 

Figure 4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation of the interaction volume in cathodoluminescence 

measurement. 90% of beam energy lost in a depth of 67nm. (Beam current: 500 pA; 

Acceleration voltage: 3 kV). Simulation made by Gunnar Kusch. 
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Figure 4.6 Fitted cathodoluminescence intensity maps overlaid on the SE micrographs of the 

Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite thin films grown from precursor solutions with the 

concentrations (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1 and (c) 0.5 mol L-1. Scale bars in the plots are 

200 nm. All three measurements were performed with an acceleration energy of 3 keV and a 

beam current of 500 pA. Note that different acquisition times were used for different CL maps. 

A comparison of the CL intensity, corrected for the different acquisition times, of the grain 

interiors between different samples is given in Figure 4.7.  Data taken by Gunnar Kusch and 

analysed by myself.  

We were able to compare the CL intensity of the perovskite peak with the secondary electron 

(SE) image by fitting a Gaussian function to the halide double perovskite signal in each pixel 

of the map and extracting the fitted intensity using the HyperSpy Python Library, which is 

given in Ref [127]. By superimposing the perovskite peak intensity map on the SE image, I 

found a distinct difference between the CL intensity at grain boundaries versus grain interiors. 

For all three samples, I found that the grain interior shows a much higher CL emission intensity 

than the grain boundary (Figure 4.6). This observation suggests that grain boundaries act as the 

main non-radiative recombination sites in the investigated samples. This may be due to disorder 

or dangling bonds at the grain boundary, but could also be due to the accumulation of point 

defects adjacent to the grain boundary, and is consistent with the GSB kinetics becoming 

slower with a reduction in the grain boundary density. It explains the correlation between 

slower GSB kinetics and a reduction in grain boundary density. The origin of luminescence in 

CL is attributed to be the same as in PL, that is, due to sub-bandgap state emission.80  

These measurements are consistent with the PL intensity from the film increasing with grain 

size (Figure 4.7a). I verified that these changes in PL intensity were due to a reduction in grain 

boundary density by comparing the CL intensity (corrected for acquisition time, i.e., given in 

counts s-1) in the interior of the grains and finding there to not be a monotonic trend with grain 

size (Figure 4.7b). These results suggest that non-radiative recombination within each grain 
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depends on the local defect density, whereas the PL intensity, measured on a millimeter scale, 

is dominated by non-radiative recombination at grain boundaries. 

 

Figure 4.7 (a) PL intensity of the thin films measured using an intensified CCD camera 

detector. For the PL measurements, the excitation wavelength was 400 nm, with a repetition 

rate of 1 kHz and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. For the detector, the gate width was 5 ns, 

exposure time 0.3 s, slit width 400 µm and the number of accumulations 15. (b) Mean CL 

intensity of the grain interior corrected for acquisition time.     

 

 

Figure 4.8 Survival traces under continuous exposure to the electron beam on Cs2AgBiBr6 thin 

films deposited from precursor solutions with (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1 and (c) 0.5 mol L-

1 concentration. Data taken by Gunnar Kusch and analysed by myself. 

A series of spectra recorded at the same point were measured to address variations in CL 

emission intensity with the amount of exposure to the electron beam. Halide perovskites are 
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known to be highly beam sensitive, potentially leading to alterations in both the emission 

wavelength and emission intensity under the continuous electron beam which could have 

influenced our measurements. All samples were found to show a degradation in the 

luminescence intensity with increasing excitation time, but the onset of this degradation was at 

least an order of magnitude larger than the pixel dwell time used in the hyperspectral images 

(Figure 4.8).  It is thus unlikely that our measurements were strongly affected by these effects. 

Also, no change in the emission energy with excitation time was observed for any of the 

samples. I further note that morphology can also influence the CL signal. In troughs, such as 

grain boundaries, the increased scatter of electrons leads to increased electron-hole pair 

generation and therefore a larger CL signal.144,145 But in this case, it is evident from Figure 4.6 

that these morphological effects are negligible compared to the effects of non-radiative 

recombination, since grain boundaries are consistently darker than the interior of the grains.   

4.4 Charge-carrier and ion transport   

FETs (bottom gate, bottom contact) were fabricated by spin-coating the specific concentration 

of perovskite on top of lithographically-patterned Au source and drain electrodes. Currently in 

the broader literature, the demonstration of perovskite FETs has been difficult due to significant 

ionic defect migration, which screens the gate potential. To the authors’ knowledge, this work 

represents the first report of FETs from halide double perovskites. FETs fabricated from these 

double perovskites exhibit room temperature p-type field effect transport (accumulation and 

switch-on occur for negative gate biases), with current modulation in the range of 103 (Figures 

4.9a). This is consistent with the p-type character of the Cs2AgBiBr6 films previously found 

from X-ray photoemission spectroscopy measurements.66,67 p-type FETs are important for 

making CMOS complementary inverter circuits but have been generally more difficult to 

achieve than n-type FETs for perovskite semiconductors.17 Despite the “anti-clockwise” 

hysteresis in the device characteristics, it was possible to extract a hole μFET  from the forward 

scan plot which tend to be a more conservative estimate of mobility. Devices fabricated with 

0.3 mol L-1 perovskite precursor solution exhibited a room-temperature field effect mobility 

(µFET) of 1´ 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1, which increased by around 6-15 times upon increasing the 

precursor concentration to 0.5 mol L-1(Figure 4.9b).  

In typical 3D perovskite FETs fabricated from MAPbI3, a negative coefficient of mobility with 

temperature is usually observed, since the ionic screening of gate potential decreases with a 

decrease in temperature.19 However in the case of these double perovskite based FETs, I 
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observed a transition from a positive coefficient of mobility to negative coefficient of mobility 

as temperature increased for devices fabricated with perovskite precursor concentrations of 0.3 

mol L-1 and 0.4 mol L-1. As the grain size increased, I observed a positive coefficient of field-

effect mobility, which is typical of a thermally-activated hopping mechanism of transport.146 

These µFET(T) trends are indicative of the fact that upon increasing the grain size it is possible 

to observe a transport regime where the ionic screening of the gate potential can be minimized 

to an extent such that a hopping mechanism of transport, which is likely intrinsic to the material, 

is observed. 

 

Figure 4.9 (a) Transfer curves of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films grown from precursor solutions with 

0.3 mol L-1, 0.4 mol L-1 and 0.5 mol L-1 concentrations. The measurements were conducted on 

bottom contact bottom gate field-effect transistors at 300 K (FETs with L = 20 µm, W = 1 mm), 

Vd = -60 V. (b) Temperature-dependent FET mobility and (c) dielectric loss for Cs2AgBiBr6 

thin films grown from three different concentrations. Data taken by Satyaprasad P. Senanayak 

and Dipika Pradhan; analysed by Satyaprasad P. Senanayak and myself.  

To verify our proposal that the negative coefficient of mobility in double perovskite films with 

small- and medium-sized grains in the high temperature regime is due to the stronger screening 

effect induced by ion motion, we estimated the ionic conductivity in the perovskite films 

through impedance measurements on perovskite devices with the capacitor structure: 

ITO/Au/Cs2AgBiBr6/Au. The dielectric loss spectroscopy measurements showed that 

perovskite devices fabricated with 0.3 mol L-1 precursor concentration had a significantly 

higher ionic conductivity, which then decreased by an order of magnitude as the precursor 

concentration increased to 0.5 mol L-1 (Figure 4.9c).  

It should be noted that although it was possible to observe field effect modulation at room 

temperature, the transfer characteristics exhibit features that are non-ideal (Figure 4.9a). 

Similarly, the output characteristics measured on these FETs exhibit clear signatures of ionic 

migration without a clean saturation regime (Figure 4.10 and 4.11). Even for devices fabricated 
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with 0.5 mol L-1 precursor solutions (which correspond to a grain size of 113±3 nm, as 

calculated from XRD), the output characteristics exhibit an injection-limited concave shape (~ 

𝑉+!; refer to Figure 4.10). This is likely due to the associated space charge that accumulates and 

creates a parallel channel for conduction, as observed in earlier reports on perovskite FETs.19 

Furthermore, there is a significant mismatch between the channel currents of transfer and 

output characteristics when the devices were measured under the same S-D (Vd) and gate (Vg) 

potentials, reflecting an instability in the device current depending on different measurement 

sequences. Similar effects were observed in some early MAPbI3 FETs and possible future 

routes to reduce these non-idealities in the output characteristics include: (a) using suitable 

interlayers, such as MoO3, PEDOT:PSS or PFBT treated Au electrode;147 (b) increasing the 

channel length, which would effectively decrease the contact resistance.148 

 

Figure 4.10 Output characteristics measured on bottom-contact bottom-gate field-effect 

transistors at 300 K (FETs with L = 20 µm, W = 1 mm), with the perovskite layer fabricated 

from (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1, (c) 0.5 mol L-1 precursor solutions. Data taken by 

Satyaprasad P. Senanayak; analysed by Satyaprasad P. Senanayak and myself. 

Output characteristics on these perovskite FETs at T = 100 K where the ionic defects do not 

play a significant role were also measured (Figure 4.11). The FETs with double perovskites 

grown from 0.4 mol L-1 precursor solution exhibited clean saturation (Figure 4.11b). However, 

the FETs based on double perovskites grown from 0.3 mol L-1 and 0.5 mol L-1 precursor 

solutions still exhibited non-ideal output characteristics. Possibly this can be attributed to the 

presence of trap states in the double perovskite thin films, which is consistent with the 

thermally activated transport behaviour shown in the main text. Overall, from these 

measurements, we attribute the non-ideal output characteristics of the double perovskite FETs 

to the effects of electronic traps and ionic defects, which would need to be addressed in future 

to improve the performance of Cs2AgBiBr6 FETs.  
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Figure 4.11 Output characteristics measured on bottom contact bottom gate field-effect 

transistors at 100 K (FETs with L = 20 µm, W = 1 mm), with the perovskite layer fabricated 

from (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1, (c) 0.5 mol L-1 precursor solutions. Data taken by 

Satyaprasad P. Senanayak; analysed by Satyaprasad P. Senanayak and myself.  

The observed non-ideal transistor characteristics complicate the understanding of the 

underlying transport physics. However, we have been able to mitigate the possible factors to 

an extent such that meaningful μFET(T) can be extracted by linear fit to Id0.5 versus Vg (Figure 

4.12), and the mobilities extracted from the forward and reverse sweeps differ no more than by 

12%. Based on Ref.,149 we estimated the reliability of mobility estimation to be in the range of 

55% - 79% across all devices and the entire temperature range considered, comparable to other 

non-ideal FETs.147 This reliability calculation takes into account the non-idealities of the FET 

characteristics to the model fit, among other factors.  

 

Figure 4.12 Typical Linear fit to 𝐼+5.W	versus Vg used for estimating the mobility values, with 

the perovskite FETs measured at 300 K. Linear fits with R2 values greater than 0.96 was 

utilized for the estimation of mobility. Data taken by Satyaprasad P. Senanayak; analysed by 

Satyaprasad P. Senanayak and myself.  

To further verify if ionic transport increases with grain boundary density, I conducted 

temperature-dependent transient current measurements. For these measurements, I used hole-
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only devices due to the aforementioned p-type character of the films. Mobile ions in perovskites 

with an electric field applied can migrate to the contact layers.150,151 In a typical MAPbI3 

perovskite, when applying a bias, halide anions migrate to the anode (where holes are being 

injected), while MA+ cations migrate to the cathode (where electrons are being injected),152 

due to the low formation energy of halide and MA+ vacancies.101 

 

Figure 4.13 Temperature-dependent transient current measurements of hole-only devices with 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films deposited from precursor solutions with (a) 0.3 mol L-1, (b) 0.4 mol L-1 

and (c) 0.5 mol L-1 concentration. The device structure was ITO/NiOx/Cs2AgBiBr6/PTAA/Au. 

(pulse voltage = 3.0 V, reference voltage = 0 V, frequency = 4 Hz, and pulse width = 50 ms). 

(d) Arrhenius plots of the temperature dependence of the natural logarithm of K against the 

inverse of kBT. Note K in the y axis is the decay rate (s−1), as obtained from Equation 4.5. The 

activation energy for ion migration (Ea) was extracted by linear fitting. Data taken and 

analysed by myself.  

I noticed that there is a temporal increase in the hole current density in all three films (Figure 

4.13a, b and c). The increase in current is due to enhanced hole injection by the accumulation 

of anions at the anode interface,152 most likely Br−, since bromine vacancies (VBr) have been 

calculated to be the donor defect with lowest formation energy in Cs2AgBiBr6.133 This agrees 

with calculations showing that VBr has the lowest activation energy for vacancy-assisted 
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diffusion among the four constituent vacancies.113 In principle, hole transport should also be 

impeded by the screening effect (accumulation of ions on the gate interface) which will lead to 

a current decay. However, the enhanced hole injection at the anode interface due to ion 

migration plays a dominant role, so we mainly observed a current rise.152 It was observed that 

the stabilized current decreased with higher precursor concentrations (i.e., increased film 

thickness and grain size). The temperature dependence in all three films further confirms that 

the transient increase in current is due to the drift of mobile ions, which are arrested at lower 

temperatures. It is noticed that the transient current has two components: a faster component 

(exponential rise) and a slower component (nearly linear rise). We attribute the faster 

component to Br− motion to the anode followed by facilitated hole injection and the slower 

component to drift of other heavy ions (both cation and anion, which is difficult to distinguish). 

An increase in grain boundary density led to an increase in the exponential growth component 

of the transient current due to excess Br− motion. To extract the activation energy of the ion 

motion, we fit the faster current response with the single-exponential function below. 

 

𝐽 = 𝐴 exp ?−
𝑡
𝜏@ + 𝑦5																																																																																																																					(4.4) 

 

Table 4.3  Single exponential fitting of the transient current of the 0.3 mol L-1 film (Figure 

4.13a). Fit with 𝑦 = 𝐴< 𝑒𝑥𝑝 \−
U
-+
] + 𝑦5. Data taken and analysed by myself.  

Parameter 

fit 
300K 290K 280K 270K 260K 250K 240K 230K 

y0 
121.52 ± 

0.04 

115.69 ± 

0.03 

106.54 ± 

0.03 

101.32 ± 

0.03 

92.24 ± 

0.06 

82.87 ± 

0.09 

71.8 ± 

0.1 

53.1 ± 

0.2 

A1 
-33.3 ± 

0.2 

-29.6 ± 

0.2 

-28.9 ± 

0.1 

-21.99 ± 

0.05 

-18.28 ± 

0.05 

-13.07 ± 

0.08 

-13.51 ± 

0.09 

-6.4 ± 

0.2 

t1 
5.32 ± 

0.05 

6.34 ± 

0.05 

8.20 ± 

0.06 

12.21 ± 

0.06 

22.9 ± 

0.2 

26.9 ± 

0.4 

26.9 ± 

0.5 
36 ± 2 

R2 0.941 0.919 0.956 0.981 0.977 0.946 0.925 0.693 
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Table 4.4  Single exponential fitting of the transient current of the 0.4 mol L-1 film (Figure 

4.13b). Fit with 𝑦 = 𝐴< 𝑒𝑥𝑝 \−
U
-+
] + 𝑦5. “--” represents unconverged fitting error. Data taken 

and analysed by myself.  

Parameter 

fit 
300K 290K 280K 270K 260K 250K 240K 230K 

y0 
122.73 ± 

0.05 

118.15 ± 

0.07 

103.1 ± 

0.1 
89.7 ± 0.3 

82.02 ± 

0.03 

76.67 ± 

0.03 

60.67 ± 

-- 

55.90 ± 

0.01 

A1 
-18.93 ± 

0.05 

-16.58 ± 

0.06 

-13.37 ± 

0.09 
-6.5 ± 0.2 

-3.56 ± 

0.04 

-1.73 ± 

0.04 
-- ± -- 

-1.20 ± 

0.09 

t1 16.8 ± 0.1 19.0 ± 0.2 28.6 ± 0.5 39 ± 3 15.1 ± 0.5 16 ± 1 
13.33 ± 

-- 
1.7 ± 0.2 

R2 0.970 0.948 0.939 0.630 0.611 0.316 0 0.080 

 

 

Table 4.5  Single exponential fitting of the transient current of the 0.5 mol L-1 film (Figure 

4.13c). Fit with 𝑦 = 𝐴< 𝑒𝑥𝑝 \−
U
-+
] + 𝑦5. “--” represents unconverged fitting error. Data taken 

and analysed by myself. 

Parameter 

fit 
300K 290K 280K 270K 260K 250K 240K 230K 

y0 
82.9 ± 

0.3 

69.9 ± 

0.4 

71541.67 ±  

-- 

47.81 ± 

0.01 

38.04 ± 

0.01 

35.37 ± 

0.03 

25.3 ± 

0.7 

19.5 ± 

0.2 

A1 
-18.9 ± 

0.3 

-10.2 ± 

0.4 

-71486.34 ± 

-- 

-0.80 ± 

0.09 

-0.91 ± 

0.07 

0.99 ± 

0.03 
1.0 ± 0.7 -0.3 ± 0.2 

t1 64 ± 2 66 ± 3 
2276129.53 

± -- 
1.5 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 19 ± 2 93 ± 82 48 ± 38 

R2 0.972 0.896 0.453 0.037 0.084 0.228 0.054 0.018 

 

Fitting parameters are summarized in Table 4.3 – 4.5. When the temperature is high and the 

concentration of films is low, the model’s fit converged. However, at low temperatures and 

higher concentration films, especially the 0.5 mol L-1 film, the fittings did not converge. This 
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is due to the heavily impeded exponential growth and the almost linear increase in current 

(Figure 4.13c). Therefore, we cannot extract a time constant from low temperatures in the 0.4 

mol L-1 film and all curves in the 0.5 mol L-1 film.  

To extract the ion motion activation energy, we fit the available time constant with the 

following equation152 

𝐾 =
1
𝜏 ∝ 𝜎 = 𝐶 exp ?−

𝐸2
𝑘X𝑇

@																																																																																																				(4.5) 

In Equation 4.5, K is the rate at which the current increases in the initial faster part of the 

transient current response, τ is the time constant from Equation (4.4), σ is ionic conductivity, C 

is a constant coefficient, Ea is the activation energy for ion migration, kB is the Boltzmann 

constant and T is temperature. To extract the activation energy, I conducted linear fittings on 

ln(K) versus (kBT)-1 (Figure 4.13d). The slopes of the linear fit give the activation energy. Due 

to the diminished exponential growth component discussed above, only the activation energy 

for 0.3 mol L-1 and 0.4 mol L-1 films (using the four high temperature curves for 0.4 mol L-1) 

were extracted. The low temperature data points for the 0.3 mol L-1 film deviate more from the 

fitted trend line due to the uncertainties in fitting the nearly-linear initial current transients.  The 

data from the 0.5 mol L-1 film did not fit an exponential decay model, and this agrees with an 

increase in the activation energy barrier for ion migration. The activation energies in the other 

two films (0.17±0.04 eV for 0.3 mol L-1; 0.21±0.05 eV for 0.4 mol L-1) are consistent with the 

analysis that ionic transport through grain boundaries and therefore ionic diffusion is prominent 

in films grown from lower concentration precursor solutions (with higher densities of grain 

boundaries). In contrast, Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals have been reported to have an activation 

energy of 0.348 eV,113 suggesting that ion migration in Cs2AgBiBr6 single crystals is indeed 

more difficult. It is noted that whilst the film thickness changes across the three different 

samples, the resulting changes in the internal electric field would not influence the values of 

the activation energy barriers obtained. This is because the activation energy barrier is 

determined from an Arrhenius plot that depends on the change in time constant with 

temperature in each film (slope of ln(1/t) against 1/kBT), instead of the absolute value of the 

time constant itself. Another way of looking at this is that the activation energy barrier is 

primarily affected by the local environment the ions are in,153,154 and changes in the internal 

electric field by a factor of two would not influence the mechanism of ion migration. The 

changes in activation energy would therefore reflect the effects of a change in grain boundary 
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density. Therefore, I conclude that grain boundaries are indeed the main channels for ion 

movement in Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films.  

Finally, It is noted that up to now, most works investigating carrier transport in halide double 

perovskites have used spectroscopy-based techniques, such as time resolved microwave 

conductivity (TRMC) or time resolved terahertz spectroscopy (TRTS).78,79,155 By achieving 

halide double perovskite FETs with current modulation at room temperature, we provide 

important insights into the macroscopic carrier transport mechanisms of thin films that account 

for the effects of point and extended defects. This information is complementary to that 

obtained from spectroscopy-based methods, which measure the local mobility of photo-excited 

carriers. Beyond providing insights into the role of grain boundaries on the ion migration 

dynamics, as discussed above, the FET measurements also show carrier transport to be 

intrinsically limited by a thermally-activated hopping-based mechanism,156,157 in which the 

field-effect mobility increases as a function of temperature once the effects of gate screening 

by ionic defects is minimized (Figure 4.9b). In contrast, previous TRMC measurements have 

suggested carrier transport in Cs2AgBiBr6 and related materials to be band-like, in which 

mobility decreases with increasing temperature.78,79  Further work is needed to resolve these 

differences between local and macroscopic electronic measurements of carrier transport, which 

could be influenced by the point defects that accumulate at grain boundaries (through direct 

carrier trapping,77 or through self-trapping due to the influence of the defects on the interactions 

between carriers and acoustic phonons),89,158,159  or due to the inherent energetic disorder in the 

material. FET measurements of double perovskites could play an important role in shedding 

light on the underlying mechanisms for this thermally activated hopping behaviour. 

4.5 Conclusions  

In summary, by tuning the grain size, I achieved a direct evaluation of the effect of grain 

boundary density on charge-carrier and ion transport in Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. I found that 

grain boundaries are the dominant non-radiative recombination sites and also the main channels 

for ion migration. Furthermore, the first p-type halide double perovskite field-effect transistor 

(FET) developed in this work brings new insights into carrier transport and ion migration. 

Whilst previous spectroscopy measurements have suggested band-like transport in Cs2AgBiBr6, 

these FET measurements showed carrier transport to be intrinsically limited by a thermally 

activated hopping mechanism, which helps to explain the low mobilities found in Cs2AgBiBr6. 

Taken together, these results reveal grain boundaries to be one of the major causes of the 
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discrepancy between the promising optoelectronic properties reported in single crystals and the 

more limited performance achieved in Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. This work therefore shows how 

grain boundaries could mask the true potential of new compounds and the importance of 

addressing the effects of grain boundaries in the exploration of new compounds in thin film 

devices to prevent false negatives. This could be achieved using the systematic characterization 

approach developed in this work. Addressing the role of defects at grain boundaries, such as 

through passivation, will be essential for the further development of the halide double 

perovskite family in efficient thin film devices, including solar cells, photoelectrochemical 

cells and radiation detectors.  
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5 Bandgap Lowering in Mixed Alloys of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1−x)Br6 

Double Perovskite Thin Films 

After revealing the effect of grain boundaries, one of the critical limitations of Cs2AgBiBr6 is 

its wide bandgap, which restricts its photoconversion efficiency. Previous literature has shown 

that its bandgap can be reduced through alloying with Sb3+, but Sb-rich alloys are difficult to 

synthesize owning to the high formation energy of Cs2AgSbBr6 itself. In this chapter, I 

developed a solution-based route to synthesize Cs2Ag(SbxBi1−x)Br6 thin films over the entire 

alloying range. The mixed alloys (with x between 0.5 and 0.9) demonstrate smaller bandgaps 

than the pure Sb- and Bi- based compounds. Through band-alignment characterization and 

computations, I propose that the bandgap lowering in the mixed alloys arises from the type II 

band alignment between Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6, as well as the non-linear mixing of 

orbitals between Bi and Sb. This work demonstrates the underlying mechanisms for the 

bandgap lowering phenomenon, which is also seen in Pb-Sn perovskites. It further illustrates a 

general approach to achieve bandgap reduction and highlight that bandgap lowering may be 

found in other double perovskite alloys by pairing together materials forming a type II band 

alignment. 

5.1 Introduction  

The wide bandgap (2.1–2.3 eV) and its indirect nature are limiting the potential of Cs2AgBiBr6 

for photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications.59,65,161–164 People have achieved a smaller and 

more direct bandgap by alloying with Tl, but this is more toxic than Pb.61,165 Alloying 

Cs2AgBiBr6 with the substantially less toxic Sb was also shown to be effective, but led to a 

smaller reduction in bandgap than Tl alloying.78,124,166 In part, this was because the Sb-based 

double perovskite itself (Cs2AgSbBr6) has a wide bandgap of 1.9–2.1 eV.64,167 Another factor 

was that only a maximum of 37.5% Sb could be introduced through powder melt synthesis, 

limiting the extent of bandgap reduction.124 Interestingly, mixed Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys 

exhibit a non-linear reduction in the bandgap, i.e., bandgap bowing, with increasing Sb 

content.124,166 Bandgap bowing has also been found in Pb/Sn perovskite alloys, and, in this case, 

the bowing is pronounced such that the mixed alloy exhibits a smaller bandgap than either of 

the pure Pb- or Sn-based compounds.120–122 An important question would be whether a similar 

phenomenon occurs in Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys. 
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Until now, knowledge about the extent of bandgap bowing in Sb-Bi double perovskite alloys 

and whether the mixed compositions could exhibit a smaller bandgap than the pure compounds 

are still not known. This will require the full composition range in Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys 

to be characterized. However, phase-pure Cs2AgSbBr6 is challenging to synthesize, 

particularly in thin film form. This is because of the high formation energy of Cs2AgSbBr6 and 

the small ionic radius of Sb3+ relative to Bi3+.168 Recently, Liu et al. synthesized thin films of 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys by dipping their substrates in a heated solution of the precursor salts 

in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).166 But they were only able to achieve up to 75% Sb alloying 

and were not able to synthesize the pure Sb-based compound. Colloidal nanocrystal synthesis 

routes have been found to be more successful in growing less thermodynamically favoured 

compounds (e.g., iodide-based double perovskites, which have a positive heat of formation). 

Yang et al. recently developed a route to grow Cs2AgSbBr6 nanocrystals.168 But they did not 

concentrate on the bandgap bowing as they characterized the bandgap. And bandgaps of 

nanocrystals are determined not only by their intrinsic band structure, but also extrinsic factors 

like the nanocrystal size. Therefore, it is desirable to achieve phase-pure Cs2AgSbBr6 as bulk 

thin films, which do not have carriers confined within individual grains, as is the case for 

nanocrystals bound with long-chain ligands. 

In this work, I developed a solution-based route to synthesize the entire composition range of 

Sb-Bi double perovskite alloys in thin film form. I found that the mixed alloys have a lower 

bandgap than the pure Bi- and Sb-based double perovskites, with similar pronounced nonlinear 

bandgap behaviour found in lead-tin perovskite alloys.120–122 Through X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

and Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), I found all films to be phase-pure. The 

thin film composition in the bulk matches the ratio of elements in the precursor solution. I used 

Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PDS) to accurately determine the variation trend of 

bandgap and electronic disorder in Sb-Bi double perovskite alloys with different compositions. 

The electronic structure and band positions were calculated by Density Functional Theory 

(DFT) to help understand the origins of the bandgap lowering mechanism.  

5.2 Synthesis and verification of composition 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films were grown by solution processing. The CsBr, AgBr, SbBr3 and 

BiBr3 precursors were mixed according to their stoichiometric ratio in DMSO with a 

concentration of 0.5 mol·L-1. The precursors for Cs2AgBiBr6 (CsBr, AgBr and BiBr3) can be 

dissolved in DMSO from room temperature to 100 °C. The precursors for Cs2AgSbBr6 (CsBr, 
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AgBr and SbBr3) must be dissolved at room temperature, as opposed to 180 °C in literature,166 

and can only be spined for a limited time. Otherwise, the precursor solution will become cloudy, 

implying the presence of precipitation. Also, in contrast to the dipping method used by Liu et 

al.,166 a lower annealing temperature and shorter annealing time were used (details in the 

Experimental Chapter), which may have contributed to the successful synthesis of phase-pure 

Cs2AgSbBr6. Photographs of the films (approx. 200 nm thickness in all cases) are shown in 

Figure 5.1a, and the mixed compositions showed a deeper colour.  

 

Figure 5.1 (a) Photographs of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films on glass under ambient lighting, 

with a thickness of approximately 200 nm. The Sb percentage labelled is that in the precursor 

solution. (b) Measurement of the bulk composition of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films with Rutherford 

Backscattering Spectrometry (fitting in Figure 5.2). Films synthesised and photo taken by 

myself; data in Figure 5.1b taken by Mari Napari, Mikko Laitinen and Jaakko Julin. 

To determine the bulk composition of the films, RBS measurements (Figure 5.1b and Table 

5.1) were performed. It was found that the Sb/Bi ratio from the RBS measurements matched 

the stoichiometry in the precursor solution, deviating from the nominal precursor stoichiometry 

by up to 2.1 percentage points (Table 5.1). The fitting and statistical uncertainties are high with 

low Sb concentration because the Sb RBS peak is buried between two other peaks (Ag and Cs, 

Figure 5.2). These discrepancies could be either due to uncertainties in the RBS measurement 

or errors in preparing the precursor solution. Overall, these measurements indicate the bulk 

composition to match the precursor stoichiometry in the solution. However, we cannot exclude 

the presence of phase-impurities in the films below the percent-level. 
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Table 5.1 Quantification of the bulk composition of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films by RBS. Data 

taken and analysed by Mari Napari, Mikko Laitinen and Jaakko Julin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nominal RBS 

Sb/(Sb+Bi) in 
precursor 
solution 

Cs/at.-% Ag/at.-% Sb/at.-% Bi/at.-% Br/at.-% Sb/(Sb+Bi) in 
film 

100% 20.5 10.1 9.5 0 59.5 100% 

90% 19.6 10.1 9.2 1.2 60.0 88.5% 

70% 19.6 10.5 7.5 3.2 59.4 70.1% 

50% 19.5 10.6 5.5 5.2 59.2 51.4% 

20% 19.8 10.4 2.3 8.1 59.4 22.1% 

0% 19.8 10.0 0 10.1 60.1 0% 
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Figure 5.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry measurements for Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 

films deposited on silicon substrates, along with the fits used to determine the composition. The 

“X% Sb/Bi on Si substrate” are the nominal values of the precursor solution used to deposit 

the films. Data taken and analysed by Mari Napari, Mikko Laitinen and Jaakko Julin. 
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5.3 Crystal structure and phase purity 

 

Figure 5.3 (a) XRD pattern of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films over the composition series. The 

reference patterns of Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 calculated from their crystallographic 

information files are denoted as Sb Ref and Bi Ref respectively.12,15 (b) Full width half 

maximum (FWHM) of the (022) peak for different compositions. (c) FWHM of different 

diffraction peaks and the average grain size calculated using the Scherrer equation for 

different compositions. Data taken and analysed by myself.  

I characterized the phase-purity of the films through XRD measurements (Figure 5.3a). 

Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 have the same cubic structure and space group (Fm3�m). The 

lattice constants were found to be 11.2 Å for Cs2AgSbBr6 and 11.3 Å for Cs2AgBiBr6, with a 

continuous variation between these extremes through the alloying range, as could be seen from 

the continuous shift in peak positions (Figure 5.3b and Figure 5.6d). In the process of 

synthesizing Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6, we can often see phase impurities of Cs3Bi2Br9 and 

Cs3Sb2Br9. Both impurities have almost the same diffraction patterns with their double 

perovskite counterparts, but one of the main differences is a peak from Cs3Bi2Br9 at 8.95°, or 

from Cs3Sb2Br9 at 9.10°.169 Neither impurity peaks were found to be present here. However, 

these XRD measurements were taken with a 1D linescan, and it is possible that the impurity 
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peaks were hidden due to preferred orientation. Therefore, XRD measurements with a 2D 

detector were performed to check if there are any hidden peaks (Figure 5.4). I synthesized the 

double perovskite thin films over the whole alloying range and intentionally induced a 

Cs3(Bi,Sb)2Br9 phase impurity to the films with 50% Sb. From the 2D XRD patterns, we can 

see that the diffraction peak should be detectable by the 1D linescan if it is present because it 

is in the plane of a 1D linescan. Therefore, the absence of phase-impurities in the 1D XRD 

patterns in Figure 5.3a shows the films to be phase-pure. 

It is noticed that although the diffraction patterns showed no peak splitting, the full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of the pure Sb-based double perovskite and mixed alloys were larger 

than the Bi-based double perovskite (Figure 5.3b&c). This could either be due to smaller grains 

or small amounts of phase segregation that could not be resolved. Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) measurements of the films showed that the Sb-based double perovskites 

and mixed alloys have smaller and less well-defined grains than the pure Bi-based double 

perovskite (Figure 5.5), consistent with the larger FWHM in the diffraction patterns of Sb 

containing films. These XRD and SEM measurements, together with the RBS measurements 

matching the stoichiometry of the precursor solutions, indicate that the alloys are homogeneous. 

 

Figure 5.4 2D XRD of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films, characterized on glass. The 8.9° peak of 

Cs3Bi2Br9 at the 2D scan matches well with the peak in 1D linescan. Data taken by Robert G. 

Palgrave and analysed by myself.  
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Figure 5.5 SEM of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films, characterized on glass. Only the Cs2AgBiBr6 

exhibits a large grain size and good morphology. Data taken and analysed by myself. 

5.4 Absorption, bandgap and band positions 

Standard optical transmittance and reflectance measurements (using a UV-visible 

spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere) were used to determine the absorption 

coefficient of the double perovskite thin films (Figure 5.6a). All films showed a slow increase 

in the absorption coefficient for photon energies >2 eV, before rising sharply to >105 cm-1 

at >2.6 eV. An absorption coefficient exceeding 105 cm-1 at >2.6 eV is characteristic of a direct 

band-to-band transition. Both Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6 have indirect bandgaps due to the 

effects of the Ag d orbitals at the band-edges, and their alloys are also expected to have indirect 

bandgaps.61 Therefore, to determine the indirect bandgap, I investigated the absorption onset 

in the lower photon energy range (i.e., between 2–2.6 eV), leaving the discussion of the 

absorption in the higher photon energy range to later in this chapter. I observed that the alloys 

with 70%–90% Sb showed a lower-energy absorption onset than the pure Sb- and Bi-based 

films. However, the indirect bandgaps resulted in the absorption coefficients being small close 

to the band-edge, making it difficult to accurately determine the bandgap from standard 

transmittance and reflectance measurements. Therefore, we performed PDS measurements, 
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which are sensitive to the absorbance 3–4 orders below the band-edge (operating details in the 

Experimental Chapter).  

The feature of high sensitivity to low absorbance in PDS measurement makes its signal 

saturates for high absorbance at >2.6 eV (Figure 5.6b), and the peaks in the absorption 

coefficient seen in Figure 5.6a are not observed in the PDS measurements plotted on a semi-

logarithmic scale. The normalized absorbance from PDS measurements at the band edge (in 

the range of 2–2.3 eV) is approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than the absorbance at 

2.6 eV, where the absorption coefficient is >105 cm-1 (Figure 5.6a). Thus, the absorption 

coefficient at the band edge should be on the order of 102 cm-1. Silicon, which is a typical 

indirect bandgap material, has an absorption coefficient of 102 cm-1 at the band edge.170,171  

 

Figure 5.6 Measurements of the bandgap of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films. (a) Absorption 

coefficient determined from transmittance and reflectance measurements of films deposited on 

glass substrates. (b) Normalized absorbance measured by PDS for films deposited on quartz 

substrates. (c) Tauc plot from PDS measurements. (d) Bandgap and lattice parameter of double 

perovskite films plotted against the Sb content in the precursor solution. The lattice parameter 

was acquired by fitting the XRD measurements (Figure 5.3a). The bandgap was obtained from 

the Tauc plot constructed from the PDS data in part c. (e) Band positions of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 

compounds measured by ultraviolet and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy. Data in Figure 

5.6(a)(d) taken by myself; data in Figure 5.6(b)(c) taken by Mojtaba Abdi-Jalebi and Zahra 

Andaji-Garmaroudi; data in Figure 5.6(e) taken by Mark A. Isaacs; all analysed by myself.  

From Figure 5.6b we can see the double perovskites with x ranging from 0 to 0.7 have similar 

slopes in their absorption onsets when plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale. For x = 0.9 and the 

pure Sb-based compound, the slopes are shallower. Increasing the fraction of Sb (x) from 0 
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(pure Bi) to 0.5 reveals a red-shift in the absorption onset. The double perovskites with x = 0.7 

and x = 0.9 all have similar absorption onsets to the material with x = 0.5. These mixed alloys 

with x = 0.5–0.9 all have absorption onsets that are red-shifted to the pure Sb-based compound, 

as well as the pure Bi-based compound. Therefore, alloys with 50–90% Sb demonstrate smaller 

bandgaps than either of the pure end double perovskites.  

To extract numerical values of the bandgap and quantify their variation with composition, I 

fitted the PDS absorbance data using a Tauc plot, which is a plot of (αhν)1/n against hv. The 

rationale can be seen from Equation 5.1 

(𝛼ℎ𝜈)
<
/ = 𝐴Rℎ𝜈 − 𝐸$T																																																																																																																							(5.1) 

where α is the absorption coefficient, h is Planck’s constant, ν is the photon frequency, A is a 

proportionality constant, Eg is the bandgap, and n = 2 for an indirect bandgap.170,171 Therefore, 

by plotting (αhν)0.5 against (hv), the bandgap can be extracted from the intercept between the 

tangents fit to the absorption onset and background (Figure 5.6c). It should be noted that the 

bandgap is obtained from the intersection of the tangents fit to the absorption onset and 

background, rather than the intersection of the absorption onset and x axis. This is because 

many semiconductors, including Cs2AgSbBr6 investigated here, have sub-bandgap states 

which will lead to a slight rise in the absorption signal before their absorption onset. For these 

materials, taking the intersection between the tangent to the absorption onset and x axis will 

underestimate the true optical bandgap. In addition, what is important is the trend in bandgaps, 

and we used the same fitting procedure to guarantee a consistent series of bandgap values that 

we can compare between each other. From these Tauc plots, the system exhibits significant 

bandgap bowing (Figure 5.6d). The compound with x = 0.9 demonstrated the lowest bandgap 

of 2.08 eV, smaller than the bandgap of Cs2AgSbBr6 (2.18 eV) and Cs2AgBiBr6 (2.25 eV). It 

is noticed that bandgaps extracted from a Tauc plot can be affected by the absorptance at the 

band-edge and the steepness of the absorption onset. Cs2AgBiBr6 (and Cs2AgSbBr6) thin films 

have very low absorptance at the band-edge due to the indirect bandgap and the low quantity 

of material (film thickness about 200 nm). Therefore, their bandgaps extracted from Tauc plots 

have tended to be higher than the bandgaps extracted in single crystals or powders, which have 

a significantly larger quantity of material to absorb at the band-edge.59,67,79,124,166 In addition, it 

is possible that the lower bandgap value extracted for the mixed alloy with x = 0.9 than for 

materials with x = 0.5 and x = 0.7 (both 2.10 eV) were due to errors in the fitting process, which 

may have arisen in part from the lower slope in the absorption onset of the material with x = 
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0.9. Nevertheless, we emphasize that from the Tauc plots, the compounds with x = 0.5–0.9 all 

have smaller bandgaps than the pure Bi- and Sb-based compounds, and that this comparison is 

valid because all materials are thin films with similar thickness. The trend in bandgap values 

is consistent with our analysis of the PDS absorbance measurements in Figure 5.6b. This is 

also consistent with the bandgap trend we extracted from the Tauc plots (Figure 5.7) based on 

the absorption coefficient measurements (Figure 5.6a). In addition, the bandgap lowering was 

smooth, with no switch in the bandgap from indirect to direct. This bandgap lowering 

behaviour is similar to the Pb-Sn perovskite system and has not been previously observed in 

Sb-Bi double perovskites. The maximum reduction in bandgap (170 meV) compared to 

Cs2AgBiBr6 is larger than if the alloy system had obeyed Vegard’s law and was constrained by 

the bandgap of Cs2AgSbBr6 (70 meV). 

 

Figure 5.7 (a) Tauc plot of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films on glass based on the absorption 

coefficient measured by UV-visible spectrophotometry. (b) Tauc plot from PDS measurements 

of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films on quartz. (c) Bandgaps extract from the Tauc plots in a and 

b. Only fitting of Cs2AgBiBr6 is given as examples in (a) and (b). The thickness of the 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films were approximately 200 nm in all cases. Data taken and analysed by 

myself. 

In addition, we measured the band positions of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 over the full composition 

range through photoemission spectroscopy (PES; Figure 5.6e and Table 5.2). The work 

function was determined by linear fitting of the secondary-electron cut-off of the ultraviolet 

photoemission spectra (UPS). The valence band to Fermi level offset (EF – VB) was determined 

by fitting the leading-edge of the X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) data. These were 

fit by the least-squares method to the leading edge of calculated XPS plots to determine the EF 

– VB value. The ionization potential was determined from the work function and EF – VB 

measurements. The electron affinity was calculated by subtracting the bandgap measured by 
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PDS from the ionization potential. The fitted spectra are given in Figures 5.8-5.14. These 

measurements showed that when alloying Bi into Cs2AgSbBr6, the electron affinity increased 

from 3.45 eV to ~3.8 eV and remained at approximately this value for the mixed alloys, which 

is similar to the electron affinity of Cs2AgBiBr6 (3.86 eV). The ionization potential also 

increased when adding Bi to Cs2AgSbBr6, but to a lesser extent than the change in the electron 

affinity, hence the reduction in the bandgap. The ionization potential remained at 

approximately 5.9 eV for x = 0.9 down to x = 0.5, before increasing to 6.11 eV for x = 0 (Figure 

5.6e). The larger variation of electron affinity when alloying Bi into Cs2AgSbBr6 may partly 

arise from the stronger spin-orbit coupling introduced by the heavier element-Bi. Overall, the 

band positions of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 alloys are compatible with the common charge 

transport layers for photovoltaic devices.172 But like most other Bi-based compounds,173 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 has high ionization potentials. Achieving high open-circuit voltages will 

therefore require the development of hole transport layers with high work functions. 

 

Table 5.2 Band positions of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films determined from the photoemission 

spectroscopy and photothermal deflection spectroscopy measurements. Data taken by Mark A. 

Isaacs and analysed by myself.  

Nominal 
Sb/(Sb+Bi) in 

precursor 
solution 

Workfunction 
(eV) 

EF – VB (eV) Bandgap (eV) Ionization 
potential (eV) 

Electron 
affinity (eV) 

100% 4.82 0.81 2.18 5.63 3.45 

90% 5.09 0.81 2.08 5.90 3.82 

70% 5.05 0.82 2.10 5.87 3.77 

50% 5.04 0.81 2.10 5.85 3.75 

20% 4.89 1.11 2.20 6.00 3.80 

0% 4.90 1.21 2.25 6.11 3.86 
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Figure 5.8 Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy measurements of (a) Cs2AgSbBr6, (b) 

Cs2AgSb0.9Bi0.1Br6, (c) Cs2AgSb0.7Bi0.3Br6, (d) Cs2AgSb0.5Bi0.5Br6, (e) Cs2AgSb0.2Bi0.8Br6, (f) 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films deposited on ITO/glass substrates. Data taken by Mark A. Isaacs and 

analysed by myself.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 XPS measurements of samples (a) 1 and (b) 2 of Cs2AgSbBr6 thin film deposited on 

ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum to the 

measured data was 0.81 eV. The calculated XPS spectrum was for Cs2AgSbBr6. Data taken by 

Mark A. Isaacs and analysed by myself. 
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Figure 5.10 XPS measurements of samples (a) 1 and (b) 2 of Cs2AgSb0.9Bi0.1Br6 thin film 

deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum 

to the measured data was 0.81 eV. The calculated XPS spectrum was for Cs2AgSbBr6. Data 

taken by Mark A. Isaacs and analysed by myself.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 XPS measurements of samples (a) 1 and (b) 2 of Cs2AgSb0.7Bi0.3Br6 thin film 

deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum 

to the measured data was 0.82 eV. The calculated XPS spectrum was for Cs2AgSb0.75Bi0.25Br6. 

Data taken by Mark A. Isaacs and analysed by myself.  
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Figure 5.12 XPS measurements of samples (a) 1 and (b) 2 of Cs2AgSb0.50Bi0.50Br6 thin film 

deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum 

to the measured data was 0.81 eV. The calculated XPS spectrum was for the 

Cs2AgSb0.50Bi0.50Br6 supercell with the diagonally-similar arrangement of octahedra (Figure 

5.18). Data taken by Mark A. Isaacs and analysed by myself.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.13 XPS measurements of samples (a) 1 and (b) 2 of Cs2AgSb0.2Bi0.8Br6 thin film 

deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum 

to the measured data was 1.11 eV. The calculated XPS spectrum was for Cs2AgSb0.12Bi0.88Br6. 

Data taken by Mark A. Isaacs and analysed by myself.  
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Figure 5.14 XPS measurements of Cs2AgBiBr6 thin film deposited on ITO/glass. The EF – VB 

value that gave the best fit of the calculated XPS spectrum to the measured data was 1.21 eV. 

The calculated XPS spectrum was for Cs2AgBiBr6. Data taken by Mark A. Isaacs and analysed 

by myself.  

5.5 Electronic structure and bandgap lowering mechanism 

To understand the atomistic origin of the bandgap lowering in the Sb-Bi double perovskites, 

calculations of the electronic structure were performed. The band structure and density of states 

for pure Sb and Bi double perovskites are shown in Figure 5.15a-d. In agreement with previous 

literature, as well as our optical measurements in Figure 5.6, both Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 

were found to have an indirect bandgap,61,124,167 with the valence band maximum (VBM) 

located at the X point and the conduction band minimum (CBM) at the L point in reciprocal 

space. Using relativistic hybrid density functional theory (HSE06 including spin-orbit 

coupling), the indirect bandgap and first direct transition of Cs2AgSbBr6 were calculated to be 

1.37 and 2.60 eV, respectively. Analysis of the electron band orbital character revealed the 

conduction band states to be dominated by anti-bonding Sb 5p - Br 4p interactions, while the 

valence band states dominated by Sb 5s, Ag 4d and Br 4p orbital interactions. The Cs+ cations 

act as spectator ions, as noted in literature,174 with a relatively large nearest-neighbour-ion 

distance to Br-.  

Likewise, the indirect bandgap and direct transition of Cs2AgBiBr6 were calculated to be 1.77 

and 2.49 eV, respectively. Due to the stronger spin-orbit coupling of the Bi 6p orbitals, the 

direct bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 is slightly reduced from that of Cs2AgSbBr6, despite a larger 

fundamental gap. Similarly, the conduction band states are dominated by anti-bonding 
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interactions between the trivalent pnictogen cation (Bi 6p) and the halide anion (Br 4p) orbitals, 

while the valence band states primarily arise from Bi 6s, Ag 4d and Br 4p orbital interactions. 

Notably, the larger band gap of Cs2AgBiBr6 relative to Cs2AgSbBr6 is an interesting exception 

to the typical trend of decreasing bandgap upon atomic substitution with heavier members from 

the same periodic group, which has been observed for other perovskite materials.64,175,176 

 

Figure 5.15 (a) Orbital-projected band structure of Cs2AgSbBr6. (b) Orbital-projected band 

structure of Cs2AgBiBr6. (c) Electronic density of states of Cs2AgSbBr6. (d) Electronic density 

of states of Cs2AgBiBr6. (e) Electron band alignment of Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6. CBO = 

Conduction Band Offset, VBO = Valence Band Offset. (f) Calculated optical absorption plots 

of Cs2AgSbBr6 (blue) and Cs2AgBiBr6 (orange). Dashed vertical lines indicate the positions of 

optical absorption onset, corresponding to the direct band transitions of 2.60 eV for 

Cs2AgSbBr6 and 2.49 eV for Cs2AgBiBr6. Note that only vertical transitions are accounted for 

in this calculation, and the absorption from indirect transitions are not shown. Calculations 

made by Seán R. Kavanagh.  

To delve closer to the origin of bandgap lowering, the ‘natural’ band offset of the two double 

perovskite materials was calculated following the alignment procedure of Butler et al.177, with 

the resulting electron band alignment diagram shown in Figure 5.15e. The investigations 

indicate a Type II ‘staggered gap’ alignment, with a valence band offset (VBO) of 0.75 eV and 

a conduction band offset (CBO) of 0.34 eV (Cs2AgSbBr6 above Cs2AgBiBr6 in both cases). 

Typically, the energies of valence electrons become less negative as one moves down a group 

in the periodic table, corresponding to a decrease in ionization energies. However, for Bi3+ and 

Sb3+, this is not the case, with the Bi3+ 6s2 lone pair being lower in energy than the Sb3+ 5s2 
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lone pair.178 This is a result of the relativistic contraction of the Bi 6s orbital, due to its large 

atomic number, resulting in a more localized, lower-energy valence s orbital, compared to Sb 

5s.179 Consequently, the more-diffuse, higher-energy Sb 5s2 lone-pair has a stronger interaction 

with the Ag 4d and Br 4p orbitals, due to a reduced energy separation of the bonding orbitals 

(Figure 5.16). This produces both greater dispersion in the valence band and a higher VBM, as 

shown in Figure 5.15e.  

 

Figure 5.16 Schematic molecular orbital diagram demonstrating the effect of cationic lone-

pair interactions on the VBM position. Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh.  

 

Fig 5.17 Schematic ionisation energy diagram showing that the third ionization energy gives 

a better estimate for the unoccupied p orbitals.180 

In a similar manner, the elevated position of the CBM in Cs2AgSbBr6 can be understood by 

considering the ionization energies and ionic orbital energies. While the first ionization energy 

of Sb is indeed larger than that of Bi, the third ionization energy (corresponding to the removal 

of a p electron from Sb2+/Bi2+) is in fact 0.3 eV lower for Sb than for Bi,178 indicating higher 

energy cationic p states (Figure 5.17). When the pnictogen elements are in the +3 oxidation 
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state, as is the case in these materials, the third ionization energy provides an improved estimate 

for the energy of the unoccupied p orbitals. Hence, we argue that, in the +3 formal charge state, 

the Sb valence p orbitals are in fact higher in energy than those of Bi, suggesting a higher 

energy CBM for Cs2AgSbBr6, as witnessed in our investigations. 

The origins of bandgap bowing in semiconductor alloys are typically due to chemical effects 

(e.g., differences in electronegativity), local size-mismatch effects or changes in the lattice 

parameter.181–183 For the Pb-Sn perovskite alloy system, Im et al. attributed bandgap bowing to 

the combined effect of spin-orbit coupling and composition-induced phase change.120 Snaith 

and co-workers proposed that the short range ordering of preferred atomic scale clusters allow 

the bandgap of the mixed alloy to be below that of both pure compoounds.121 In 

contrast, Stevanović and co-workers found that the strong nonlinearity in bandgap was 

primarily due to the mismatch in energy between s and p atomic orbitals of Pb and Sn.122 The 

Pb-Sn alloys have a higher VBM dominated by Sn-5s and I-5p orbitals and lower CBM 

dominated by Pb-6p and I-5p orbitals. They found that spin-orbit coupling, structure changes 

and short-range ordering did not have a significant effect on bandgap bowing and proposed 

that a homogeneous structure would have improved stability over a structure with short range 

ordering.   

In the case of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6, we propose that the Type II staggered gap alignment 

between the pure compounds allows for the non-linear mixing of electronic states such that 

bandgaps lower than that of either pure material are obtained (Figure 5.15e). Upon addition of 

Bi to the pure Sb double perovskite, the conduction band will be lowered because the CBM 

wavefunction amplitude is preferentially allocated to the Bi sites, producing a ‘Bi-like’, lower-

energy conduction band state. The presence of Bi will also enhance spin-orbit coupling, further 

reducing the energy of the CBM. On the other hand, the highest energy valence band state will 

remain ‘Sb-like’, with greater wavefunction amplitude at the Sb sites yielding a VBM only 

slightly below that of the pure Sb material. This mixing of electronic states in the alloys to 

produce a low-energy CBM, dominated by Bi-Br interactions, and a high-energy VBM, 

dominated by Sb-Ag-Br interactions, produces bandgaps in the double perovskite alloys which 

are lower than that of either pure material. Indeed, this prediction is supported by electronic 

structure calculations for the alloys (assuming a uniform atomic distribution), which show 

reduced bandgaps due to the expected orbital mixing at the band edges (Figures 5.18-5.20, 

Table 5.3). These predictions are further supported by the experimentally-determined band 

positions of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 compounds (Figure 5.6e), which show the electron 
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affinities of the mixed alloys to be close to Cs2AgBiBr6. The ionization potentials of the mixed 

alloys with x = 0.5–0.9 are in between those of the pure compounds. This accounts for the 

reduction in their bandgap compared to Cs2AgBiBr6. The reduction in the bandgaps of the x = 

0.5–0.9 mixed alloys compared to Cs2AgSbBr6 are due to the increase in ionization potential 

being smaller than the increase in electron affinity when Bi is added to Cs2AgSbBr6, as 

discussed earlier. 

As the alloy mixing parameter x approaches extreme values (x → 0 or x → 1), the ability of the 

band extrema states to simultaneously adopt Bi and Sb character is diminished, hence the 

bandgap increases toward the pure double perovskite values. Therefore, we propose that this 

orbital-mixing behaviour, facilitated by the Type II bandgap alignment, is the origin of the non-

linear, non-monotonic variation in bandgap with composition in the Sb-Bi double perovskite 

system.  

 

Figure 5.18 Structures used for the investigation of alloy electronic properties, corresponding 

to (a) Cs2AgSb0.125Bi0.875Br6, (b,c) Cs2AgSb0.5Bi0.5Br6 (in two possible arrangements) and (d) 

Cs2AgSb0.75Bi0.25Br6. Sb-based octahedra are coloured orange, Bi-based octahedra are 

coloured blue, and Ag atoms in silver. Br anions located at octahedral corners, and Cs cations 

omitted for clarity. Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh. 

a

c d

b
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Figure 5.19 Symmetry-weighted unfolded band structures of the simulated alloy materials, for 

(a) Cs2AgSb0.125Bi0.875Br6, (b,c) Cs2AgSb0.5Bi0.5Br6 (in the two arrangements shown in Figure 

5.18) and (d) Cs2AgSb0.75Bi0.25Br6. Fermi level set to match the VBM in each case. Slight 

discontinuities in the unfolded band structures are due to broken symmetry relations (between 

the alloy supercells and the original Fm3�m space group primitive cell) – leading to band 

splitting and inequivalent directions in reciprocal space, and reduced k-point sampling density 

– due to computational limitations. Corresponding electronic density of states and bandgaps 

provided in Figure 5.20 and Table 5.3 below. Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh. 

a

c d

b
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Figure 5.20 Orbital-projected electronic density of states of the simulated alloy materials, for 

(a) Cs2AgSb0.125Bi0.875Br6, (b,c) Cs2AgSb0.5Bi0.5Br6 (in the two arrangements shown in Figure 

5.18) and (d) Cs2AgSb0.75Bi0.25Br6. VBM set to 0 in each case. In each case, the VBM is 

composed of Ag d, Br p and Sb/Bi s orbital character, while the CBM primarily arises from 

Sb/Bi p – Br p interactions, in agreement with the prediction that non-linear orbital mixing at 

the band edges is the source of the experimentally-observed bandgap lowering. Calculation 

made by Seán R. Kavanagh. 

 

Table 5.3 Calculated bandgaps for both the pure and alloy materials, in units of electronvolts. 

Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh. 

x for 

Cs2AgSbxBi1-xBr6 
0 0.125 0.5 (Figure 5.18b) 0.5 (Figure 5.18c) 0.75 1.0 

Fundamental  

Bandgap (eV) 
1.77 1.18 0.97 0.94 0.82 1.37 
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Another possible contribution to bandgap bowing is volume deformation, whereby variation in 

the lattice constant upon alloying results in non-linear transformation of the electronic 

structure.122 This mechanism, however, more commonly dominates in alloys involving more 

chemically-distinct materials than is the case here. Moreover, due to the small positive bandgap 

deformation potentials calculated for the Sb and Bi compounds (ΔEg ~ 0.02 eV), we rule out 

this mechanism. Relative to the experimentally observed bowing (~ 0.1 eV, Figure 5.6d), 

volume distortion alone is not the origin of bandgap bowing in this alloy system.  

This bandgap lowering mechanism from the Type II bandgap alignment can be illustrated with  

Equation 5.2 and the schematics below (Figure 5.21&5.22).  

𝐸$ = 𝑥𝐸2 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐸9 − 𝑏𝑥(1 − 𝑥)																																																																																													(5.2) 

Ea is the bandgap of material a, Eb is bandgap of material b, Eg is the bandgap of the mixed 

alloy, x the composition ratio of material a, and b is the bowing parameter. The bandgap of an 

alloy usually comprises two parts: a linear part and a bowing part. The bowing parameter is 

usually positive, with the three common reasons discussed above (chemical effect, local size 

mismatch effects and changes in the lattice parameter). Therefore, the final mixed alloy 

bandgap bends downwards. As is discussed above, the bowing mechanism in our system is 

chemical effect, which is the nonlinear mixing of atomic orbitals due to the electronegativity 

difference. For example, if we have two materials with Type I alignment (Figure 5.21), we can 

imagine two extreme conditions. In the first condition, when these two materials are quite 

chemically similar, the energy orbitals of the alloys will mix nearly perfectly. This will lead to 

the linear variation of the bandgap (the dotted linear line in Figure 5.22) . In the other extreme 

condition, if these two materials are chemically distinct, the bands do not mix at all. What 

happens is like the CBM and VBM of material a are inserted into the gap region of material b. 

Thus, the bandgap will be the same as material a (Figure 5.21). The reality will be a 

compromise between these two extreme conditions. So, we have a bowing deviation from the 

linear trend (the shallow curved solid line in Figure 5.22). This situation is for Type I alignment. 

We can also have type II alignment, which is our case.  The linear condition is the same. 

However, in the other extreme condition, when the two materials are quite chemically different, 

and the orbitals do not mix. The mixed alloy will have CBM of material b and VBM of material 

a as its band edge. It will have a bandgap equals to Emin (Figure 5.21). Again, the reality is a 

compromise. It can be like the deep curved solid line in Figure 5.22. We need to know that this 

type II alignment can also have the shallow bowing curve, as long as the two materials are 
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similar. It is just only in type II alignment, the mixed alloy can have a bandgap smaller than 

either pure material, requiring the bowing parameter larger than the bandgap difference of the 

two constituent materials. This is exactly our case. In the mixed alloy, the VBM wavefunction 

preferentially allocate to the Sb site, and the CBM wavefunction preferentially allocate to the 

Bi site, leading to a smaller bandgap in the mixed alloys.  

 

Figure 5.21 Schematic diagram showing Type I and Type II band alignment. 

 

Figure 5.22 Schematic diagram demonstrating possible bandgap variations in mixed 

semiconductor alloys with Type I and Type II band alignment. 

Finally, we return to discuss the sharp peak in the absorption coefficient of the films at >2.6 

eV (Figure 5.6a). This is especially evident for Cs2AgBiBr6. Previous work attributed the sharp 

absorption peak in Cs2AgBiBr6 to an exciton associated with the direct transition.78,80,94,141,184 

However, there is also the possibility that these features in the pure compounds and mixed 

alloys are due to a narrow density of states at the band-edges. To explore this possibility, we 

computed the absorption spectra for Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 without excitonic effects 

(Figure 5.15f). These spectra were broadened by convoluting with a Gaussian peak with a 

FWHM of 0.15 eV. For both materials, the calculated absorption spectra exhibit peaks at 2.8 

eV, in agreement with the experimental measurements. These peaks arise from the relatively-
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weak dispersion of the electron bands at the CBM and VBM of the materials (Figure 5.15a, b), 

yielding peaks in both the density of states (Figure 5.15c, d) and thus the optical absorption 

(Figure 5.15f). This strongly suggests that the peaks observed in the experimental UV-visible 

measurements are the result of direct transitions between the relatively-flat electron bands. That 

said, the exciton binding energy of Cs2AgBiBr6 was calculated to be 167 meV within effective 

mass theory, which is sufficiently large that stable exciton formation is possible in these 

systems.  

Curiously, the computed absorption spectrum for Cs2AgSbBr6 shows a distinct absorption peak 

(Figure 5.15f), whereas the measured peak from UV-visible spectrophotometry became less 

distinct with increasing Sb content, until there was barely an observable peak for the pure Sb-

based compound (Figure 5.6a). This may have been due a ‘smearing out’ of the absorption 

peak due to structural disorder.185–187 We calculated the absorption spectra for the pure Sb-

based compound convoluted with Gaussian peaks with wider FWHM (0.2 eV, 0.3 eV, 0.4 eV; 

Figure 5.23). These show that the peak becomes indistinguishable when broadening is large, 

as witnessed experimentally and consistent with the PDS measurements. Thus, peak 

broadening as a result of disorder leads to the observed ‘smeared-out’ absorption spectrum in 

Figure 5.6a. 

 

Figure 5.23 Calculated optical absorption with higher Gaussian broadening (indicated in the 

energy values in the title), resulting in smeared out peaks. Dashed vertical red line indicates 

the calculated position of the optical gap. Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

In conclusion, I successfully synthesized phase-pure Cs2AgSbBr6 thin films, as well as 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 with x varying over the full compositional range. In doing so, I found that 

the mixed double perovskites with x between 0.5 and 0.9 to have the smallest bandgaps, lower 

than those of the pure compounds. From the electronic band alignment, I found that the origin 

of bandgap bowing in this double perovskite alloy is due to chemical rather than structural 

effects. The Type II band alignment between Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6, in combination 

with non-linear mixing of the electronic states, results in the alloy having smaller bandgaps 

than either pure material. This work demonstrates a novel route to reduce the bandgap of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6, which could be generalized to other halide double perovskites. 

That is, we propose that alloys formed from compounds with a Type II band alignment, and 

which are alloying chemically-similar elements, could exhibit similar bandgap lowering. This 

may prove crucial for improving the suitability of halide double perovskites for photovoltaic 

and photocatalytic applications. 
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6 Investigating the Limiting Factors for the Performance of 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 Double Perovskite Solar Cell  

A reduction in the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 was achieved through alloying with Sb in Chapter 

5. In this chapter, I investigate the influence of Sb alloying on the photovoltaic performance of 

halide double perovskite thin films. Despite Sb alloying lowering the bandgap, I find that this 

leads to a strong decrease in the power conversion efficiency of the photovoltaic devices. 

Through photothermal deflection spectroscopy and steady-state photoluminescence 

measurements, I demonstrate that Sb alloying introduces sub-bandgap states, especially a weak 

luminescent state at 1.55 eV. Transient absorption spectroscopy measurements show that the 

dual photoinduced absorption peaks on either side of the ground state bleach in the Cs2AgBiBr6 

sample gradually disappear as the Sb content is increased. I propose that Sb alloying introduces 

new defect states in Cs2AgBiBr6, thus deteriorating the performance of the mixed alloy solar 

cells.  

6.1 Introduction 

I showed in Chapter 5 that the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 can be reduced by alloying with Sb, 

and the mixed alloys, Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 (x=0.5-0.9), have smaller bandgaps than either of the 

pure compounds. This new class of double perovskite alloys with lower bandgaps are appealing 

for a wide range of optoelectronic applications, including photocatalysts,163,164 indoor 

photovoltaics (1.9 eV ideal bandgap),188,189 and top-cells in tandems (1.7-1.9 eV ideal 

bandgap).190 In particular, Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6, with a bandgap of  2.08 eV, has a bandgap that 

is closest to being suitable for top-cells in tandem photovoltaics, or photocathodes for water 

splitting. 

In this chapter, I investigate the performance of double perovskite solar cells with 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 as the single absorbing layer. I start with device optimization, mainly 

through improving the double perovskite thin film morphology. But I found that alloying with 

Sb lowers the device performance. I then investigated the limiting factors with PDS, steady 

state photoluminescence and transient absorption measurements. I finish this chapter by 

discussing the implications and future pathways to overcoming these limitations. 
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6.2 Morphology optimization and device performance  

In this work, I developed an n-i-p structured solar cell with the following architecture: 

glass/FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2/double perovskite/PTAA/Au. To realize a solar 

cell device, the absorber layer must be compact without large pinholes, which would otherwise 

lead to device shunting. The double perovskite morphology with direct spin coating on 

FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2 has many large pinholes (Figure 6.1), and devices made 

from these morphologies were indeed shunted.  

 

Figure 6.1 Scanning electron micrographs of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films grown from 

precursor solutions with different compositions on glass/FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous 

TiO2/double perovskite structure. Magnification in all cases was the same, and the scalebar 

shown is applicable to all micrographs. Data taken and analysed by myself. 

To eliminate the pinholes and optimise film morphology, I investigated the antisolvent method, 

which involves dropping a certain amount of antisolvent (in which the double perovskite has 

low solubility) onto the film surface during spin coating in order to induce rapid supersaturation 

and therefore achieve a high nucleation density.191,192 The nuclei form within a narrow time 

window and grow together. According to the LaMer diagram, this would lead to a more 

uniform distribution of grain sizes.140 Therefore, the grain sizes will be more uniform and the 

morphology more compact. Nevertheless, morphology optimisation with this method involves 

many variables to tune, including the antisolvent type, and dropping time, amount, height and 
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speed. Among the different antisolvent options (ethanol, chloroform, chlorobenzene, toluene), 

I found toluene has the best effect. Pinholes for the double perovskite films containing Sb were 

eliminated with toluene as antisolvent (Figure 6.2). Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 was chosen among 

the mixed alloys because it has the lowest bandgap in the alloy series (refer to Chapter 5). 

Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 serve as references for comparison. There are still some pinholes 

in Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films, but even the Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films without antisolvent still work in 

devices. This may be due to these pinholes being so small that they can be masked by the PTAA 

deposited on top later.  

 

Figure 6.2 Morphology optimization with the antisolvent method. Scanning electron 

micrographs of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films grown from precursor solutions with different 

compositions on FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2/double perovskite structure. 

Magnification in all cases was the same, and the scalebar shown is applicable to all 

micrographs. Data taken and analysed by myself.   

Working solar cell devices were realised on these pinhole-free double perovskite films. The 

device with Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 as the absorbing layer was expected to have the highest 

efficiency since it has the lowest bandgap. However, I found that alloying with Sb deteriorates 

the performance of Cs2AgBiBr6 solar cells (Figure 6.3a). A reduction in the open-circuit 

voltage (VOC) by 0.7 eV was observed for both pure Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 solar 

cells compared to Cs2AgBiBr6 photovoltaics. The short circuit current density (Jsc) also 

decreased as the Sb concentration increased. From the dark J-V curves (Figure 6.3b), solar cells 
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with Sb display current density (at -0.2 V) approximately102 times higher than the pure Bi 

device, indicating a higher leakage current. This may be due to the worse morphologies of 

double perovskite films containing Sb. Consistent with the trends in photovoltaic performance, 

the EQEs were also lower with Sb alloying (Figure 6.3c). The peak at 2.8 eV for Cs2AgBiBr6 

is from either the resonant exciton or a narrow density of states in the conduction band as 

discussed in Chapter 5. Figure 6.3d shows the EQE curves on a log-linear scale. This confirms 

that Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 has the lowest bandgap, due to its lowest absorption onset. 

 

Figure 6.3 Device performance. Typical J-V curves of the double perovskite solar cells under 

illumination (a) and in dark condition (b). Solid square for forward bias and open square for 

reversed bias. EQE curves of the devices in linear scale (c) and in log scale (d). Device 

structure: FTO/compact TiO2/mesoporous TiO2/double perovskite/PTAA/Au. Data taken and 

analysed by myself.   
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6.3 Absorption, photoluminescence and transient absorption 

 

Figure 6.4 (a) Normalized absorbance measured by PDS for Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 films 

deposited on quartz substrates. Data from Chapter 5. Photoluminescence of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-

x)Br6 films deposited on glass substrate. Excitation at 400nm (3.11 eV), 1mw. Detector centred 

at 1.78 eV (700nm) for (b), and detector centred at 1.38 eV (900 nm) for  (c) and (d). (d) 

Enlargement of (c). Measurements for (b) and (c) were conducted on different set of samples. 

Data in Figure 6.4 (a) taken by Mojtaba Abdi-Jalebi and Zahra Andaji-Garmaroudi; data in 

Figure 6.4 (b)-(d) taken by myself; all analysed by myself. 

To detect the factors that limit the performance of Sb containing solar cells, double perovskite 

films were investigated through absorption and luminescence measurements. Figure 6.4a 

shows the PDS absorption data from last chapter. As the Sb concentration is increased, the 

absorption below the bandgap also increased, indicating the introduction of sub-bandgap states 

through Sb alloying. This is further confirmed by the slopes of the absorption onset for 

Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 being shallower than the other compositions, and 

therefore having a larger Urbach energy. For the Sb-substituted double perovskites, the main 

PL peak intensity is also much lower than that of Cs2AgBiBr6 (Figure 6.4b), and a relatively 
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weak PL peak emerges at 1.55 eV. The sharp peak at 1.55 eV (800 nm), which is also present 

on the glass substrates, is from the excitation laser source. After subtracting this sharp peak for 

the samples, we can still see the broad peak on these Sb-mixed alloys, indicating it is indeed 

from the double perovskite samples. Interestingly, the intensity is reduced with increasing Sb 

concentrations and almost vanished for pure Cs2AgSbBr6 double perovskites. It is noted that 

the asymmetric profile is due to the cut-off from the detector at 1.4 eV. Photoluminescence in 

Figure 6.4c was conducted on a different set of samples, with the detector centred at lower 

energy. The whole PL ranges can be seen, which are more symmetric. I attribute this sub-

bandgap PL peak to originate from a colour centre, which involves an intermediate band 

formed within the bandgap with 1.55 eV from either the conduction band or valence band due 

to the high concentration of sub-bandgap states.80 Nevertheless, this weak PL peak at 1.55 eV 

verifies the introduction of sub-bandgap states by alloying Sb with Cs2AgBiBr6. This sub-

bandgap peak was also reported in literature.124 For the peak at 2.3 eV, it can be observed on 

both samples and substrates with similar intensities. Therefore, I propose this high-energy PL 

peak is not necessarily from the double perovskite film itself, but may originate from extrinsic 

factors specific to the measurement and is visible in these plots only due to the low PL intensity 

from the sample. 

To understand how charge-carrier lifetime changes with composition, I further performed 

transient absorption spectroscopy measurements. Pure Cs2AgBiBr6 shows a GSB peak at 2.8 

eV surrounded by two PIA peaks (Figure 6.5f), similar to what we observed in Chapter 4. This 

profile feature was attributed to the broadening of the direct exciton transition introduced by 

carrier-exciton scattering.89,94 It is notice that with higher Sb concentration, the GSB peak 

intensity increases, while the two adjacent PIA peaks gradually vanish and turn into GSB peaks 

(Figure 6.5a-e).  

Before in Chapter 5, we have seen from steady-state absorption measurements (with a UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer) that the peak at 2.8 eV gradually decreases with increasing Sb 

concentration (Figure 5.6a). These two observations are consistent with each other that this 

sharp peak at 2.8 eV is from excitons. Because the exciton binding energy is lower in Sb-double 

perovskite (from calculation, Table 6.1), with higher Sb concentration, this sharp peak in 

absorption figure decreases, and the signature of carrier-exciton scattering in TA measurements 

also becomes only GSB signals from the density of states in the conduction band. Whilst the 

dissociation of excitons to free carriers is beneficial to improved photovoltaic performance, 
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this may be countered by the increased loss in VOC that would come about due to increased 

disorder, as well as the new sub-bandgap state that forms with the addition of Sb. 

It is noted that an alternative explanation for the absorption peak at 2.8 eV is from a high density 

of states in the conduction band and the smearing peaks in Sb mixed alloys is due to the 

increased disorder, as discussed in Chapter 5. Following this possibility, the origin of the PIA 

peaks in Cs2AgBibr6 still needs to be determined.  

 

Figure 6.5 ΔT/T spectra for the transient absorption measurement of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 

thin films. (a) Cs2AgSbBr6, (b) Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6, (c) Cs2Ag(Sb0.7Bi0.3)Br6, (d) 

Cs2Ag(Sb0.5Bi0.5)Br6, (e) Cs2Ag(Sb0.2Bi0.8)Br6, (f) Cs2AgBiBr6. The excitation wavelength was 

355 nm (3.5 eV) for laser pulses with a pulse length less than 1 ns at a repetition rate of 1 kHz 

and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. Data taken by Sachin Dev Verma and analysed by myself.  

 

The optical exciton binding energies were determined from the calculated values for the 

effective masses (Table 6.2),  with the effective mass approximation:193 

𝐸"U,F0- = ?
𝑚∗

𝑚5𝜖%!
@𝑅Z 																																																																																																																								(6.1) 

Where 𝑚∗ = ,0,1
,0:,1

 is the reduced effective mass, m0 is the electronic mass, RH is the Rydberg 

constant and ε∞ is the optical dielectric constant.  
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Table 6.1 Calculated dielectric constants and optical exciton binding energies (Eex,opt) of 

Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6. Calculation made by Seán R. Kavanagh.  

Material εionic ε∞ ε0 = εionic + ε∞ Eex,opt 

Cs2AgSbBr6 8.87 4.82 13.69 124 meV 

Cs2AgBiBr6 8.16 4.60 12.76 167 meV 

 

Table 6.2 Calculated effective mass values for Cs2AgSbBr6 and Cs2AgBiBr6 in units of electron 

mass, using non-parabolic fitting of the band structures. Calculation made by Seán R. 

Kavanagh. 

Material mh𝛤-X mhX-W meW-L meL-𝛤 

Cs2AgSbBr6 0.15 0.62 0.26 0.32 

Cs2AgBiBr6 0.18 0.61 0.31 0.45 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Transient absorption measurement of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films. (a) ΔT/T 

spectra at 5 ns. (b) Normalized kinetics of the main ground state bleach (GSB) for Cs2AgSbBr6 

(2.89 eV), Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6 (2.89 eV), Cs2Ag(Sb0.7Bi0.3)Br6 (2.96 eV), Cs2Ag(Sb0.5Bi0.5)Br6 

(2.96 eV), Cs2AgBiBr6 (2.86 eV). The excitation wavelength was 355 nm for laser pulses with 

a pulse length less than 1 ns at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. 

Data taken by Sachin Dev Verma and analysed by myself.  
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Figure 6.6a is the ΔT/T spectra at 5 ns for the whole alloying range. It clearly shows that the 

two PIA peaks are turning into GSB peaks as the Sb composition increases. Figure 6.6b shows 

the kinetics of the main GSB peak (2.8~2.9 eV) for the mixed alloys. The kinetic profiles of all 

the compositions follow the same trend. The lifetimes characterized by TA do not decrease (or 

even increase) with higher Sb concentration, even though we have seen that Sb alloying 

introduces sub-bandgap states to Cs2AgBiBr6 and lowers its PL intensity. In addition, we also 

notice that in each composition, the kinetics of the GSB and PIA peaks display similar profiles 

(Figure 6.7). This means that these different GSB and PIA peaks originate from the same 

excited-state carriers. Similar to the TA measurements in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.3), any GSB at 

wavelengths longer than 550 nm was not observed. I attributed this to a combination of two 

effects: i) the weak absorption at the indirect bandgap and ii) the neighbouring PIA peak 

covering any weak GSB that may exist there.  

 

 

Figure 6.7 Normalised kinetics of the ground state bleach (GSB) and photoinduced absorption 

(PIA) for the transient absorption measurement of the Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin films. (a) 

Cs2AgSbBr6, (b) Cs2Ag(Sb0.9Bi0.1)Br6, (c) Cs2Ag(Sb0.7Bi0.3)Br6, (d) Cs2Ag(Sb0.5Bi0.5)Br6, (e) 

Cs2Ag(Sb0.2Bi0.8)Br6, (f) Cs2AgBiBr6. The excitation wavelength was 355 nm for laser pulses 

with a pulse length less than 1 ns at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and fluence of 50 µJ cm−2 pulse−1. 

Data taken by Sachin Dev Verma and analysed by myself.  
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6.4 Conclusions and future work  

6.4.1 Characterization of the sub-bandgap states 

It has been shown in this chapter that Sb alloying introduces sub-bandgap states to the 

Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite, one of which luminesces at 1.55 eV.  To further verify the 

positions of those defect states, I plan to characterise the devices with photo induced current 

transient spectroscopy (PICTS), which is a variant of deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). 

DLTS is a capacitance-based technique where defects are characterized by observation of 

thermal emission of carriers from deep states within the depletion region of a diode by means 

of a capacitive transient.194 However, it is particularly problematic in high-resistivity materials 

(as the case for Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite113), which may have low carrier density (hence 

a long dielectric relaxation time) as well as low carrier mobility (hence a long transit time).195 

Therefore, charges are not readily available in the semiconductor for defect-level filling and 

need to be transported over a finite distance. However, in PICTS, light excitation is used to 

disturb the occupancy of carriers in defect states. PICTS measurements allow the determination 

of the defect parameters, such as volumetric concentration, energy depth and capture cross-

section, for each of the defect levels present.195 Therefore, it can reveal information about 

defects in both Cs2AgBiBr6 and its Sb alloys. Together with PICTS, we can then confirm that 

Sb alloying introduces defect states and thus deteriorate the solar cell performance.  

6.4.2 Identification of the sub-bandgap states 

The next step is to identify the origin of the luminescent sub-bandgap states. Since we notice 

from SEM that the morphology (how well ordered the grains are and what the grain size is) of 

the Sb containing films are worse than the pure Bi double perovskite, the defect states 

introduced by the grain boundaries is one possibility for the sub-bandgap states. To test this 

hypothesis, I can optimise the morphology further by antisolvent method and solvent annealing 

method. I can then observe whether the optoelectronic properties improve with better 

morphology. However, beyond optimising the ordering of the grains and grain boundary 

density, the exact defect states causing the colour centre still needs to be determined. This may 

be elucidated using defect calculations. However, the double perovskite is a highly complex 

system with high levels of disorder that would be very computationally expensive to simulate. 
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The PL intensity from the luminescent sub-bandgap state at 1.55 eV decreases with higher Sb 

ratio and finally vanishes in the pure Sb double perovskite. This suggests that the luminescent 

peak is not intrinsically from the pure Sb-based double perovskite, but a disturbance to the 

electronic structure of the pure Bi double perovskite. To further verify this 1.55 PL peak is 

from defect states, we can perform excitation power dependent PL measurement. Sb alloying 

may also introduce symmetry forbidden transition to the double perovskite system.196 Further 

theoretical analysis can be performed to understand this possibility.  

Previous works have reported that mixed Sb-Bi double perovskite alloys with high Sb contents 

have marginally lower stability. For example, Liu et al. found that Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 thin 

films with x = 0.75 had AgBr and CsAgBr2 decomposition products after 4 h annealing at 

250 °C.166 Therefore, another hypothesis is that the increasing sub-bandgap states with more 

Sb alloying is due to phase impurities with <1% concentration that cannot be detected by XRD. 

A closer analysis by TEM, along with TEM-EDX or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) 

may identify whether these small phase impurities occur.197 

6.4.3 Mitigation of the sub-bandgap states 

To eliminate the defects, a wide range of methods, such as adding additives in the precursors, 

surface passivation and mixing with 2D counterparts, have been reported.198,199 These can also 

be performed to further improve the optoelectronic properties and the device performance of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 and its Sb mixed alloys.  

 

Contributions 

Sachin Dev Verma measured the TA data. Seán R. Kavanagh performed the theoretical 

calculations. I collected all the other data and analysed all the data.  
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7 Conclusions and Outlook  

In this thesis, I investigated the optoelectronic properties of Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite for 

solar cell applications. To fulfil the research objectives posed at the beginning of this thesis, I 

firstly investigated the role of grain boundaries on charge-carrier and ion transport in 

Cs2AgBiBr6 thin films. I subsequently studied the effect of Sb alloying on the bandgap of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 and investigated the underlying mechanism for the bandgap variation with 

composition. Finally, I examined whether Sb alloying can help to improve the efficiencies of 

Cs2AgBiBr6 solar cells and identified the factors limiting the performance.  

For the first project, I found that grain boundaries are the dominant nonradiative recombination 

sites and also the main channel for ion transport in thin films. By developing the first halide 

double perovskite field-effect transistor (FET), I obtained insights into the macroscopic 

transport of carriers and ions over the entire film. This contrasts to the information obtained 

from spectroscopic measurements, which have been the most common methods to study carrier 

transport, and which can only probe local mobility and are dominated by the most mobile 

carrier. Thus, whilst previous spectroscopy measurements have suggested band-like transport 

in Cs2AgBiBr6,78,79 the FET results show that carrier transport within the bulk material is 

intrinsically limited by a thermally-activated hopping mechanism.   

This project illustrates the role that grain boundaries have in Cs2AgBiBr6, and shows the critical 

need to develop passivation strategies at grain boundaries in order to mitigate nonradiative 

recombination and ion migration. In addition, the demonstration that the carrier mobility in this 

material is intrinsically limited motivates future efforts to identify the underlying cause, 

whether it is due to carrier trapping in tail states, or the formation of small polarons due to the 

coupling of carriers to acoustic phonons. This is the next important step that could provide 

insights to guide the identification of more promising materials in the halide double perovskite 

family. 

For the second project, I studied the bandgap lowering mechanism in mixed alloys of 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 double perovskite thin films. I achieved the complete mixing of Sb in the 

Bi site in thin films for the first time, allowing the synthesis of phase-pure Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 

with x continuously varying over the entire composition range. This has not been achieved 

before in thin films because Cs2AgSbBr6 has a high formation energy. In doing so, I revealed 

that the mixed alloy Sb-Bi double perovskites have lower bandgaps than the pure compounds. 

The reduction in the bandgap of Cs2AgBiBr6 achieved through alloying is 170 meV, which is 
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more than double the bandgap lowering achievable (70 meV) if the alloy bandgaps were 

constrained to between those of Cs2AgBiBr6 and Cs2AgSbBr6. I identified the origin of this 

unexpected bandgap lowering through first-principles calculations. It is found that the pure Sb- 

and Bi-based double perovskites form a Type II band alignment. Non-linear mixing of the 

atomic orbitals from Bi3+ and Sb3+ leads to the mixed alloys adopting a smaller bandgap than 

the pure compounds.  

To date, most double perovskite thin films have bandgaps well above 2 eV,200 which is too 

wide for practical applications in photovoltaics or photocatalysis. This work suggests that 

bandgap lowering could be more broadly found in other halide double perovskite alloys 

composed of compounds forming a Type II band alignment, opening up a ‘design rule’ for 

tuning the bandgap to lower values that are ideal for a wide range of optoelectronic applications. 

These include photocatalysts and indoor photovoltaics (~2 eV ideal bandgap),188,189 top-cells 

in tandems (1.7-1.9 eV ideal bandgap),190 and others. In addition, the unusual bandgap lowering 

behavior I discover here is important for understanding bandgap bowing across different alloy 

systems.  

Finally, I investigated the factors limiting the performance of photovoltaics based on 

Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 double perovskites. I found that Sb alloying introduces sub-bandgap states 

to the Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite, one of which luminesces at 1.55 eV. These sub-bandgap 

states cause substantial losses on the VOC and JSC of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 solar cells. To finish 

this project, future work includes characterizing the thin films to determine important 

characteristics of its defects, such as the energy levels, concentration of defects and their 

capture cross-sections. This could be done through PICTS measurements. Next, the origin of 

the defect states still needs to be determined and likely requires detailed high-resolution TEM 

measurements coupled with simulations of the grain boundaries of the double perovskites. 

Finally, I will investigate how these sub-bandgap states could be mitigated to improve the 

performance of Cs2Ag(SbxBi1-x)Br6 solar cells. There are many passivation strategies for lead-

halide perovskites that could be utilized. Introducing additives to the precursor solution and 

mixing with 2D-structured double perovskites are some promising routes.  

Overall, the findings gained in this thesis about Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite provides both 

physical understanding and engineering guides to improve its optoelectronic properties. With 

appropriate strategies to mitigate the defect states in thin films, Cs2AgBiBr6 double perovskite 
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and its Sb alloys have potentials for applications in a wide range of fields, such as 

photocatalysts, indoor photovoltaics, top-cells in tandems and radiation detectors. 
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